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FOREWORD: 

When one speaks of the Buddhism of the Northern Wei as having the 
character of a 'State (or "statified") religion', it is necessary to apprehend the 
concept from three aspects. 

l. First is that of the control of the Buddhist religious community by 
the State. This is symbolized principally, by the institutions of the monastic 
officialdom and of the regulation of ordinations. 

2. Second is that of the inner content of a Buddhist religion whose 
monastic community was, at the time, favoured by conditions that led to its 
growth. It is a question, in other words, of how the latter proposed to use its 
doctrine as a means of serving the State to which it owed much of its prosperity. 

3. Third is that of how the general population, through the use of the 
Buddhist church as a vehicle, came to be incorporated into the State's control 
structure .. 

The three issues are, to be sure, so intertwined as to be inseparable. At 
any rate, the present study will take up the phenomenon of Yiin-kang Bud
dhism in terms of its involvement with the second of the three. 

The present writer has already, in his 'Study of Iconic Inscriptions in 
North China' (Hokucho zozo meiko ~t$)H:!t1i~~),(1 ) looked into the character 
of Chinese Buddhism as manifested in the iconic inscriptions made under the 
Northern Dynasties. As a premise for his perception of the problem, he has 
singled out, for the present study, those issues that affect the latter. They are 
the following: 
l. Under the Northern Wei, iconography and associated acts of piety were 

sponsored by a broad social layer ranging from as high as emperors to as 
low as commoners, including women, who had neither rank nor office. 

2. The efflorescence of iconography under the Northern Wei followed, in 
a sense, the unfolding of metropolitan Buddhism in the sequence Yiin
kang-Lung-men ftF~ - statuary, the last-named referring to the spread 

( 1 ) Chisui 8AT6 &~~7..k, 'Hokuch6 Zoro Meiko, ::ftf)l~~~;lg, in Shigaku Zasshi 5!:.~-~ 
(Journal of the Study of History), Vol. 86, No. 10, 1977. 
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of specifically stone statuary. 
3. Within the framework of this metropolitan Buddhism under the Northern 

Wei, faith in Sakyamuni (Gautama) and in Maitreya constitute the main 
stream, while the 'Buddha of Boundless Life' (Wu-liang-shou ~:1:-"ii, i.e., 
Amitayus) and Avalokitesvara (Kuan-yin Utr) do not particularly strike 
the eye. 

4. The religious community dispatched teacher-monks on missions to pro
mote the propagation of the Faith among the general population. As a 
result, in every region there was organized a fellowship of lay believers 
called 'village faithful' (yi-yi 1:5~). These teaching monks guided the 
population toward the creation of Gautama figures and Maitreya figures 
'for the Emperor' and 'for the country'. 

5. The above points lead one to conclude that, under the Nothem Wei, 
faith in Gautama and in Maitreya was connected with emperor-worship 
and the preservation of the State. 
All the same, the above mentioned connection between iconography and 

emperor-worship was not particularly evident before the first religious proscrip
tion, becoming explicit only with the Buddhist caves at Yii.n-kang. In view 
of the above, one is presumably entitled to say that Yiin-kang marks an epoch 
in the history of Buddhism under the Northern Wei. 

The present writer is of the opinion that the development of Buddhism 
in the North China of the time may be divided chronologically into three 
periods as follows: 
I. First Period, namely, from the establishmentof the Northern Wei until 

the first proscription ( 386-452); 
2. Second Period, from the religious restoration until the transfer of the 

capital to Lo-yang m~i (452-494); 
3. Third Period, from the transfer of the capital until the division of the 

realm into eastern and western halves (494-534). 
The Yiin-kang caves fall entirely within the second of the above periods, 

which coincides with the triumph of Buddhism at P'ing-ch'eng zp~, the then 
capital of the Northern Wei. The author's present aim, by designating as 
'Yiin-kang Buddhism' the metropolitan religion of the second above-mentioned 
period, the one that gave birth to the Yiin-kang caves, is to distinguish it, 
albeit only provisionally, from those of the first and third periods, on the 
one hand, and from the religion of the countryside on the other. · Somewhat 
differently phrased, it is the intention of this study to scrutinize the character 
of Yiin-kang Buddhism, by studying the process of the original excavation of 
the caves and the details of their accoutrement, and thus to analyze the 
relationship between State and Church in that time and place. 
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I. The Yiin-kang caves 

A. T'an-yao's Five Caves AHi.nfl 
The person who petitioned for the original excavation of the Yiin-kang 

caves, and who supervised the accoutrement of them, was a monk named T'an
yao. We will now give a resume of his personal history, including the process 
that led to the original excavation. <2) 

T'an-yao's place of origin is not known, but by the 430's he was already 
renowned throughout the territories of the Northern Liang ~tvlt for his adept
ness at meditation, so much so that he was instructing CHANG T'an sl~, 
senior tutor (t'ai-fu ;t{.f) to the dynasty. In T'ai-yen ;t¾!; 5 (439), when Em
peror T'ai-wu ;t~,W of the Northern Wei put an end to the Northern Liang, 
moving more than thirty thousand households from Liang-chou v1t 1-M to the 
capital in P'ing-ch'eng, T'an-yao, along with three other monks, Hsiian-kao ~ 
r@j, Shih-hsien trpjf and Hui-ch'ung ~~t as well as some others, appears to have 
been part of the move. At P'ing-ch'eng, these eminent monks from Liang
chou were well treated by a devoutly Buddhist officialdom. Hsiian-kao was 
assigned as tutor to the heir apparent, Prince Huang ~' while Hui-ch'ung 
was invited to instruct the household of HAN Wan-te wf.lt1i, who held the 
rank of shang-shu Milt, and T'an-yao, for his part as well, got preferential 
treatment from the crown prince. However, when in T'ai-p'ing-chenschiin 
;tzp-,t~ 7 (446), Emperor T'ai-wu promulgated his, edict of proscription, 
monasteries were put to the torch, scripture and statuary were destroyed, monks 
and nuns were forcibly secularized, the fugitives decapitated and their heads 
impaled. For a time Buddhism disappeared from the surface, at least, of the 
society of the Northern Wei. At this time, T'an-yao went into hiding, taking 
his vestments and his other accoutrements with him, into the area of the 
Middle Mountains (Chung-shan i:f:11l.1, near Ting-hsien in what is now Hopei 
Province 1PJ;:fl:~5Efvf.). In the tenth month of Hsing-an J.!:ti: 1 (452), the new 
emperor, Wen-ch'eng )tfflt,W (son of the above-mentioned Prince Huang, by 
now deceased), acceded to the throne. In the twelfth month of the same year 
an edict of religious toleration was promulgated, and the next year T'an-yao 
was received with the honours reserved for a teacher. For a period of about 
eight years following the restoration, Shih-hsien was in charge of the monastic 
community under the title of 'Comptroller of Religious' (lit., of 'men of the 

( 2) Cf. Shih-lao-chih ~:;\\§~ (Notice on Buddhism and Taoism) in the W ei-shu ~!rW:; Bio
graphy of T'an-yao ft:ffi,ft in the Hsu Kao-seng-chuan ~~fi,ft (The Sequel to the Lives 
of Eminent Monks), chuan I; Biography of Hsiian-kao3r~,(t in the Kao-seng-chuan ~ 
{i1t (The Lives of Eminent Monks), chilan 11; Biography of T'an-shih A:fr-&PJ in the 
Kao-seng-chuan, cfruan 10. There is a detailed account of T'an-yao by Zenryii. TsuKAMOTO_ 
~*~~~' 'Shaman-to Don-yo to sono Jidai' f9F5i%i'ttl:af ~ -f:-OJfF,J,ft (T'an-yao, the Comp
troller of Sramai:ial;t, and His Times) in his Shina Bukkyo-shi Kenkyu Hokugi-hen JtW 
{91J~.5t:.wf'.9c~~~UI (Studies in the History of Chinese Budd.hism-Northern Wei Volume). 
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Way', tao-jen-t'ung ill.A~). When, early in Ho-p'ing 11::JZfS- (a period that ex
tended from 460 to 465), Shih-hsien died, T'an-yao replaced him in the 
leadership of the religious community, the title also changing to that of 
'Comptroller of sramar.zas' yj;-f~M{. The very first task to which T'an-yao, in 
his new post as Comptroller of sramar.zas, addressed himself was the excavation 
of five caves at Yiin-kang. 

Now, in those five caves, great stone Buddhas were carved as principal 
objects of worship. It is the accepted view that the five great Buddhas were 
erected for five emperors, beginning with Tao-wu m~,W. (3 ) This is deduced 
by reading between the lines of the two following notices, cited from the 
Notice on Buddhism and Taoism ~~~-

1. This year (452), the officials were commanded by imperial edict to have 
made a stone likeness of the Emperor's person. When it was finished, on 
both the face and the soles of the feet were black pebbles, which my
steriously resembled the moles on the upper and lower parts of the 
Emperor's body. Those who discussed this thought that it was in response 
to his pure sincerity. t!(¥, ~1f'm, mE1i%tm,W~. ~mt. MJ::Je.T, ~1f m_ 
E, ~~wa.1:Tm_r. ~*~m~~m~. 

2. In the autumn of the first year of Hsing-kuang J!::Yt (454), the officials 
were commanded by imperial edict to cast within the great five-storeyed 
monastery, for the sake of the five emperors beginning with T'ai-tsu 
(Tao-wu-ti), five standing Sakya figures, each of one rod and six feet in 
length. Together there were used twenty-five thousand catties of copper. 

J!jt5f:(¥¾, ~1f~, ~E~*~~' m::tmBTEW, -~~ft~E. ~*~~ 
~ ,R. frBffl $~.::•E -=f fr. 

These two undertakings were presumably initiated, under the leadership 
and control of Shih-hsien, Comptroller of Religious, immediately after the 
religious restoration. The most notable thing about I is the construction of 
an icon to resemble the person of the emperor, something unknown until 
then. Fa-kuo i**' first Comptroller of Religious during T'ai-tsu's regn, is 
renowned for having said, 'T'ai-tsu is. enlightened and loves the Way. He is 
in his very person the Thus Come One. Sramar.zas must and should pay him 
all homage.' ::tmsJl~ffm, 13Pt!i'4-tm*, t:PF~~~mwt. (4) This image, executed 
on the model of Emperor Wen-ch'eng, may be called a concretization of this 
notorious statement. The five images mentioned in 2 represent an attempt 
to extend the spirit evidenced in 1 to a whole series of emperors. It is parti
cularly important that the five sovereigns beginning with T'ai-tsu (i.e., Em
perors Tao-wu; Ming-yiianEJJ.ijf:; T'ai-wu; Ching-mu~~ who did not actually 
accede to the throne; and Wen-ch'eng) include the reigning Emperor. As for 

( 3) Cf. TsuKAMoTo, ibid., specifically the chapter entitled 'Unko Sansoku' ~ln'il.:::JW (Three 
Cardinal Rules at Yiin-kang). Cf. also Chart 2, accompanying the present article. 

( 4) Shih-lao-chih in the Wei-shu. 
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T'an-yao's five caves, one may presume that, succeeding to the notion of the 
five Buddhas indicated in 2, they involved themselves in the same project, 
but on a larger scale. In T'an-yao's five caves, the principal object was the 
carving of the Great Buddhas who were the central objects of worship, while 
the wall paintings were no more than secondary, which means that they had, 
so to speak, the structure of caves, to house holy images, <5) sufficient proof of 
the possibility that the said caves were executed as offerings in commemora
tion of those five emperors. 

Still, there is a clear discrepancy between the Five Buddhas of the great 
five-storeyed monastery and T'an-yao's five caves. That is to say, whereas the 
former are all standing images of Gautama, there are evident variations in 
the images of the latter. T'an-yao's five caves, in terms of the present over-all 
numeration, are nos. 16 through 20. In terms principally of their respective 
central objects of worship, the arrangement of the five caves would be as 
follows: 

Cave 16. I standing Buddha-figure, arms raised, ea. 14 m. in height, sur
rounded by walls with a thousand Buddhas; 

Cave 17. 3 images of Bodhisattvas with legs crossed, ea. 16.3 m. in height, 
attended on the left by a Buddha seated with palms joined, on the 
right by a Buddha standing with arms raised; 

Cave 18. 5 standing Buddha-images, arms raised, ea. 15.6 m. in height, at
tended on the left by a Buddha standing with arms raised and by 
a standing Bodhisattva; on the right by the same; with ten great 
disciples depicted on a wall to the side; 

Cave 19. I seated Buddha-figure, arms raised, ea. 16.5 m. in height, attended 
by 6 reclining Buddhas, 3 to the right, 3 to the left, and surrounded 
by a wall with a thousand Buddhas; 

Cave 20. 3 seated Buddha-images, palms joined, ea. 13.4 m. in height, attended 
to both left and right by a standing Buddha, arms joined. 

The five central figures in T'an-yao's five caves, in terms of form and of 
form alone, are two standing Buddha-figures with arms raised,( 6 l one seated 
Buddha-figure with arms raised, one seated Buddha-figure with palms joined, 
one Bodhisattva-figure with legs crossed. By looking at the attendant figures 
and the other accoutrements, one feels entitled to say that each cave is an 
independent expression of something. The present writer would like to 
imagine that these five caves are a symbolic expression of the inner content 

( 5) Toshio NAGAHIRO ~-1ID(it, Unko Sekkutsu ~~1:j~ (The Yiln-kang Caves), Sekai Bunka
sha ii!:-:W-Jt1tt±, p. 50. 

( 6) In the iconographical terminology the present writer follows S. MIZUNO 7}('-riff- and T. 
NAGAHIRO ~-1ID(it, Unko Sekkutsu ~~1:j~ (The Yiln-kang Caves), published by Kyoto 
University's Institute of Humanistic Studies (hereinafter to be referred to as Yilan-kang), 
specifically its volumes 8 and 9 entitled Unko Zuzo-gaku ~~Ill~~ (Yiln-kang Icono
graphy). 
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of a Buddhist idea that is the object of an attempted reconstruction after the 

anguish of religious proscription has been overcome. Attention is called to 

the following facts: 

1. The central objects of worship in all five caves have no match prior to 

the proscription. 
2. The five images are not a set of five identical figures, for each has its 

own unique characteristics. 

3. Each of the five was executed for one particular emperor, beginning with 

T'ai-tsu, each possibly modelled on the likeness of that emperor himself. 

In the light of the above, it is scarcely likely that the thought in T'an

yao's mind when he saw to these excavations was, or even could be, totally 

divorced from. a particular vision, one that attempted to see a relationship 

comprising the Buddha on the one hand, the Emperor on the other. 

Even so, the names to be attached to these five images, apart from the 

identification of the crosslegged Bodhisattva of Cave 17 as Maitreya, are very 

uncertain. <7 ) Leaving aside, for the moment, the identity of the Four Great 

Buddhas, the present writer regards as particularly noteworthy the point that 

even one of the five figures executed for an emperor should be a Maitreya. 

1. Why were not all five statues fashioned in the same Buddha likeness? 

2. Why was one, and one alone, made to look like a Bodhisattva? 3. Why, 

finally, among numerous Bodhisattvas, was, Maitreya chosen? The significance 

of the principal object of worship in Cace I 7 seems very great indeed. On 

the other hand, in the matter of making a crosslegged Maitreya the central 

object of worship in a stone cave, Messrs. Seiichi M1zuNo 7j(!flflffl'-- and 

Toshio NAGAHIRo :R/IHill:il have a theory, expressed in the following state

ment in that great publication Unko Sekkutsu ~fffi176'.im which is the fruit of 

their collaborative efforts: 'The crosslegged Bodhisattva image in Cace 17 is, 

of course, Maitreya. However, it is no ordinary Maitreya. This, we believe, 

is because at that very time variety was being sought in the excavation of 

the caves and the execution of the statuary.' (Emphasis not in the original 

SC). (8) Also, in a more recent work, similarly entitled Unk6 sekkutsu ~[ffi] 

( 7) Where the identification of the principal objects of worship in T'an-yao's five cav~s is 

concerned, there is no basis of certainty for the standing Buddha in Cave 16, but a 

majority of opinion leans towards Gautama. As for the standing Buddha-figure in Cave 

18, one theory has it that it represents Vairocana. (Cf. Eiichi MATSUMOTO fl.:z!s:~____..:; 
Tonko-ga no Kenkyu Zuzo-hen ~~jf(l)wfJl:III~- (A Study of Tun-huang Paintings...::_ 

lconographical Volume); Satoshi YosHIMURA 'sift •It, 'Rushana Hokkai Ninchu-z6 no 

Kenkyu, lli1lr!13~-W-Aq:t~(7)m~ (A Study of the Human Figures in the Representations 

of the Vairocanadharmadhatu), in Bijutsu Kenkyu ~1iftr,.titfJl; (Studies in Art), No. 203. 

The view is a very interesting one, but it is not generally accepted. Messrs.' MIZUNO and 

NAGAHIRn regard it as a Gautama figure. (Cf. Yun-kang). They do not identify in so 

many words the figures in Caves 16, 19 and 20, but the line of reasoning in their work 

as a whole leads one to conclude that they regarded them too as Gauta.ma figures. 

( 8) Cf. Yun-kang, Vol. 12, p. 40. 
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Eril Mr. NAGAHIRO says, 'There is no example in Yiin-kang of the construc
tion of a single crosslegged Bodhisattva image. It usually accompanies a seated 
or reclining Buddha figure. A seated Buddha figure represents Gautama, 
while a crosslegged Bodhisattva image is an image pointing to the future, 
namely, Maitreya, and the two are inseparable .... The presence in Cave 17, 
one of T'an-yao's five, of a crosslegged image can be understood only in con
nection with the presence of great Buddha images in the other four caves. 
Similarly, the presence of a crosslegged image as the principal object of wor
ship in Cave 10 can be understood only in terms of the presence of a reclining 
image as the principal object of worship in Cave 9. Examples of this sort are 
innumerable. <9) What is being said here, and with emphasis, is. that cross
legged images, for all that there was a widespread faith underlying them, 
were produced from an iconographic viewpoint. This. writer, however, feels 
some doubt about an interpretation that places. all of its weight on the icono
graphic viewpoint where the crosslegged image, as the principal object of 
worship in Cave 17, is concerned. As Mr. NAGAHIRO says, the cases in which 
crosslegged images at Yiin-kang were carved in sets with seated or reclining 
Buddha figures are very numerous. In those cases, however, the matching 
cave or niche is fairly self-evident, so that, as in the case of the crosslegged 
principal object of worship in Cave 10 and the reclining one in Cave 9, the 
twin of Cave 10, there is a clearly noticeable dual relationship. However, 
among T'an-yao's five caves, it is extremely nuclear with which of the five 
one is to match no. l 7. Even if one holds that all five constitute a set, one 
can scarcely say that the structure is well balanced. If the sole purpose was 
to introduce variety, surely a reclining Buddha would have done quite as 
well as a crosslegged Bodhisattva, or else there could have been a pair of 
cross.legged images, or, again, a standing Avalokitesvara would have served 
the purpose. The present writer, while not denying that there was an icono
graphic viewpoint much at work in the excavation and accoutrement of the 
Yiin-kang caves, is of the opinion that there is still a need to concern oneself 
a bit more with the ideas that gave birth to that viewpoint and that 
sustained it. 

The crosslegged Bodhisattva image was not, in fact, to be seen among 
purely Chinese icons from as far back as the introduction of Buddhism into 
China in the Latter Han; of extant icons, the central object of worship in 
Cave 17 at Yiin-kang is the oldest. In other words, the icon in question 
appears to have been one such as virtually no Chinese had ever seen before. 
Thus, it seems to us that the question of why, in T'an-yao's five caves, a cross
legged Bodhisattva figure was adopted as one of the main images furnishes 
an important guide to an understanding of the nature of Yiin-kang· Buddhism. 
Let us first consider the nature of iconography before Yiin-kang. 

( 9) T. NAcAHIRo, Unko Sekkutsu> p. 42. 
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B. Im.age and Imagery. 
Now what sort of icons were produced before Yiin-kang? Given the 

paucity, where Chinese Buddhist images prior to Yiin-kang are concerned, of 
the objects themselves, the relation between the imagery and the names of the 
figures is also unknown. (10) The present writer has drawn up a list (Fig. 1) 
of early Northern Wei statuary bearing dates earlier than Ho-p'ing (i.e., 
earlier than 460). 

Incidentally, it is during Ho-p'ing, i.e. 460-5, that T'an-yao's work of 
excavation of the five caves began. While there are 13 items of mixed gold 

Iconic Imagery of the Northern Dynasties 

Imagery Yiin-kang/Lung-men gold-copper image single st_anding stone 
image 

seated Buddha Gautama Gautama Gautama, Maitreya with arms raised 

seated Buddha Gautama, Amitayus Gautama, Maitreya, Gautama, Amitayus with palms joined Amitayus 

standing Buddha Gautama, Maitreya, Amitayus Maitreya, Gautama, 
Dipatp.kara Dipa'f{lkara 

standing Avalokitesvara, Avalokitesvara Bodhisattva Maitreya 

standing Bodhisattva 
PadmapaQ.i (i.e. 
holding a lotus in A valokitesvara A valokitesvara 

his hand) 

crosslegged Buddha Maitreya 

crosslegged Maitreya Maitreya Maitreya 
Bodhisattva 

reclining Buddha Gautama 

reclining Maitreya Maitreya, 
Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara 

image seated in 
meditation, one leg Gautama when still Gautama when still a 
on the other but not a prince prince 
crossed (pan-chia 
*lo) 

two Buddhas 
seated side by Prabhiitaratna Prabhiitaratna Prabhiitaratna 
side. 

(N .B. Only central objects of worship are given above. Names in italics are of less 
than certain identification.) 

(10) S. MIZUNO, 'Chugoku ni okeru Butsuzo no hajimari' i=pijfC.;}ofj".g~{tO)f-;tt'i !) (The 
Beginnings of Buddhist Sculpture in China) and 'Chugoku Butsuzo no Genryu q:rij~ 
{tO::>Vjm[ (The Sources of Chinese Buddhist Statuary), both in Chugoku no Bukkyo 
Bijutsu i=p~O)~~~f,& (Chinese Buddhist Art), hereinafter to be referred to simply as 
'Mizuno'. 
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and bronze, as well as 9 single standing stone images, (ll) needless to say, there 
are still no cave images. There are 8 images whose identification is certain, 
viz., l Gautama, 3 Maitreya, 2 Avalokitesvara, 1 Amitayus, 1 'stupa' (fou-t'u 
r-=¥fl). However, distinct and distinguishing marks of imagery are not to be 
found on them. It is safe to say that this is a tendency common to the whole 
period of North-South Division. This is why it has, always, been said that 
there are no unified standards of imagery in the Buddhist statuary of the 
period, whether northern or southern. Still, the studies of Messrs. MrzuNo 
and NAGAHIRO prove that, incomplete as they may be, there are fixed features 
of imagery, at least where Yiin-kang and Lung-men are concerned. (12 ) What 
the writer has done below is to align the inscriptions and the imagery for all 
of the figures in mixed gold and copper and the single standing stone images 
that date to the northern dynasties and to compare the findings with the 
Yiin-kang and Lung-men evidence. 

According to Messrs. MrzuNo and NAGAHIRO, at both Yiin-kang and Lung
men the basic Gautama figure is seated, while Maitreya is depicted as a cross.
legged Bodhisattva, Prabhutaratna as one of two Buddhas seated side by side, 
Diparp.kara as a standing Buddha, while after Yung-p'ing :J.kZp- (508-512), 
when Arnita appears on the scene, there is a tendency, at least at Lung-men, 
to represent Gautama as, a Buddha seated with arms raised, Arnita likewise as 
a seated Buddha, but with palms joined, thus delineating them by resort to 
different imagery. <13) In contrast to this, there is not a little confusion of 
imagery between gold-copper figures and single standing stone images. Let us 
now have a look at the differences betweetn the two with respect to Yiin-kang 
and Lung-men. 
1. Maitreya 

The above table seems, to indicate that the figure that shows the least 
consistency in imagery is that of Maitreya. A study of gold-copper figures of 
unmistaken imagery and clearly inscribed 'Maitreya' reveals the following: 

14 standing Buddhas, 6 standing Bodhisattvas, 3 standing?, 4 seated 
Buddhas, 1 reclining image, 1 crosslegged image, 1 image in pan
chia ~tu. 

(11) The latter term is one adopted by the present writer as a convenience for distinguishing 
this kind of statuary from cave images and from images carved into living rock. The 
term 'single standing stone image' is meant to include, in addition to quite independent 
figures, such things as images on stone slabs, images with several faces and stilpa images 
(the stflpa itself going by several Chinese names, such as t'a ~' which transcribes the 

. Indian word; fou-t'u n.111, an old transcription of Buddha; or even t'ien-kung ":R_'g, 
'palace of the gods'). 

(12) Cf. n. 6. 
(13) s. MIZUNO and T. NAGAHIRO, Ryumon Sekkutsu no Kenkyu t~r5~~0)1i}FJ'G (A Study of 

the Buddhist Caves of Lung-men), published by Toho Bunka Kenkyii-jo JFrJ.JJt1t4itfJ'Gffl 
(Institute for the Study of Eastern Civilization), p. 108. (hereinafter to be referred to 
as Lung-men). 
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Of single standing stone images, one finds the following: 

9 standing Buddhas, 2 seated Buddhas, 1 reclining image, 5 cross

legged images. 

The above findings are in plain conflict with the fixed notion of Yiin

kang and Lung-men as sites of the Bodhisattva image with legs crossed. As 

the table below will show, from a study of 38 Maitreya images, in which the 

subject is standing or seated, one concludes that the overwhelming majority 

originate in. the Hopei-Shantung area. 

Distribution of Maitreya Images (Standing and Seated) 

Seated Buddha 
Standing Buddha 
and Bodhisattva 

Ho-pei ~jt. 2 15 

Shan-tung ili})f[ 1 5 

Shan-hsi iliizs 2 

Kan-su iffflri 3 1 

Uncertain 3 9 

Now, what of the distribution of crosslegged images? Outside of the 

Buddhist caves, crosslegged images bearing inscriptions are extremely few. 

This is why the present writer has studied the distribution of all crosslegged 

images dating to the Northern Dynasties, (except for those in the caves) by 

noting all of them, whether they bore inscriptions or not. 

Distribution of Crosslegged I;mages 

Northern Wei 

Ho-pei ~~t. 
Ho-nan ~m 
Shan-hsi ili izs 
Shan-hsi ~g!f 

2 
0 
2 

13 

(not in caves) 

East/West Wei 
North Ch'i/Chou 

l 
2 
3 
3 

Crosslegged figures, were most numerous in the Shan-hsi ~"5 region under 

the Northern Wei, becoming widespread throughout North China after the 

east-west split. On the other hand, after the split, from the point of view of 

the total number of icons, their number was trifling. <14) 

The same tendency is evident in the caves and in carvings in living rock 

as well. That is to say, in the Ho-pei and Shan-tung caves no crosslegged 

images are to be seen, most of them being in the Shan-hsi r.lJizs, Shan-hsi ~izs 

and Kan-su caves of the Northern Wei, while even there they disappear from 

the caves of the Northern Ch'i and Northern Chou, to be totally replaced, in 

Sui and T'ang, by reclining Bodhisattva figures. Thus, chronologically speak

ing, the crosslegged Maitreya figure may go so far as to be called a symbol of 

(14) See n. 1. 
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Buddhism under the Northern Wei, one that is actually felt to have shared 
its fate with that of the empire of the Northern Wei, whether in triumph or 
in decline. 

From the above analysis it has become evident that, whereas Maitreya 
figures other than crosslegged were current, before Yiin-kang, principally in 
the Hopei-Shantung area, the crosslegged Maitreya figure made its appearance 
after Yiin-kang, to prevail in the Shanhsi-Shanhsi region. This discrepancy in 
Maitreya imagery leads one to wonder whether the crosslegged Maitreya 
adopted at Yi.in-kang was not, in fact, based on a tradition different from that 
of the Maitreya cult already current throughout the Middle Plain by that 
time. 

Now the crosslegged image can be seen as early as in the art of Gandhara 
and of Central Asia. <15) By about the middle of the fifth centu:ry, the golden 
age of Liang-chou vl'(fM Buddhism under the protective control of the Chii
ch'ii y].~ clan (rulers of the Northern Liang), thanks to the currency of the 
Maitreya cult in and around Kao-ch'ang ~{§, Tun-huang JJOJ, Chiu-ch'iian 
f"ffi* and Wu-wei ~~' many Maitreya figures were executed. A piece whose 
date is unmistakable is to be .seen in a niche within a ching-t'a *~~ (reliquary 
for remains of holy books),<16) discovered in a cave in Mount Ma:fijusri (Wen
shu-shan :>e~ili) at Chiu-ch'iian and bearing an inscription dated Yuan-ho 
~51( 3, under the Northern Liang (434). 

As is commonly known, Emperor T'ai-wu put an end to the Northern 
Liang in T'ai-yen 5 (439), moving more than thirty thousand households of 
Liang-chou people to P'ing-ch'eng. <17) 

This is the time at which the .framaJJ,a T'an-yao, together with his col
leagues Hsiian-kao and Shih-hsien, was also transferred, so that all at once the 
Buddhism of Liang-chou came pouring into the Capital. <18 ) It is virtually 
certain that the crosslegged Maitreya figures 0£ Yiin-kang were based on the 
Maitreya cult nurtured within the Buddhism of Liang-chou. 
2. Avalokitesvara 

Avalokitesvara, whether in the form of a gold-copper image or in that of 
a single standing stone figure, is always characterized by the imagery of a 
standing Bodhisattva. The 'image of the standing Bodhisattva Padmapar:ii', 
holding a still unopened lotus blossom in his right hand<19) and with a water 

(15) Cf. n. 6. 
(16) Cf. Wen-wu )(tWz], 1956-7, p. 56. Cf. also the treatment of the inscription in the present 

article. 
(17) Annals of Shih-tsu tt!:n'IEl.2[s:;\e in the Wei-shu ~:i=-
(18) It is recorded in the Notice on Buddhism and Taoism ff~~ that Liang-chou was 

pacified and the people of the country moved to the capital; the srama:o.as and Buddhist 
practices both went east, and both the images and the doctrine prospered more and 
mm~~ffl~, ~~mA~~~o~M~$Wm~ aMffl.~o 

(19) As indicated in Chart 1, in the standing Bodhisattva figure dating to T'ai-p'ing chen
chiin 2 (441), he sometimes holds a white whisk. 
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pitcher suspended from his left, is considered typical of the imagery peculiar 
to Avalokitesvara. As indicated in the table, there were Avalokitesvara figures 
even before Yiin-kang, but under the Northern Wei the said figures were all 
of gold and copper. This is particularly true before Yung-p'ing (i.e., before 
508), where the gold and copper figures were in an overwhelming majority 
(22 items, as against 2 single standing stone images). (20) In the Yiin-kang 
caves, on the other hand, there are almost no Avalokitesvara images, whether 
inscribed or uninscribed. There are many standing Bodhisattva images in the 
guise of attendants, but even among them there are felt to be very few identi
fiable as Avalokitesvara. (21 ) Even at Lung-men, it is, only in Yung-p'ing j)(zp. 
2 (509) that lone Avalokitesvara images make their first appearance. In other 
words, in the caves excavated(22 ) at Yiin-kang and Lung-men under the 
auspices of a metropolitan Buddhism, Avalokitesvara has not yet been 
accorded, in terms, of the accoutrement of the caves, the position of principal 
object of worship. 

Let us now have a look at the distribution of individual Avalokitesvara 
figures. Under the Northern Wei, they are most numerous in Ho-pei and 
Shan-tung and at Lung-men. However, if one takes into account the above
mentioned fact that the Lung-men Avalokitesvara images, were late in making 
their appearance, one is likely to conclude that the Avalokitesvara cult had 
taken root in the Hopei-Shantung region even before the time of Yii-kang. 

Distribution of Avalokitesvara Images 

I H . I Sh I H I Shan-hsi I Shan-hsi [ . o-pe1 an-tung o-nan (Llr g§') (~ g§') Uncertam 

Northern Wei: 

gold-copper 16 3 

single standing stone 1 

Lung-men 15 

Eastern Wei, 

Northern Ch'i: 

gold-copper 4 1 

single standing stone 7 3 4 1 

Lung-men 2 

Kung-hsien -~ 12 

Western Wei, 

Northern Chou: 

gold-copper 

. single standing stone 

(20) Cf. the aforementioned study by the present writer. See n. I. 
(21) Cf. n. 6. 
(22) Cf. Lung-men, inscription catalogue, entry no. 1047. 

25 

4 

26 

1 33 

4 

1 8 
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3. Amitayus 
Under the Northern Wei, the transcribed (Indian) name A-mi-t'o-fo 15µ}~ 

~tft seems not to have been in use; at least, it is nowhere iri evidence, the 
inscribed name always reading Wu-liang-shou-fo ~:l:iift, 'the Buddha (this 
alone transcribed) of immeasurable life'. As for Amitayus figures, apart from 
the gold-copper image dated Ho-p'ing fOZjS 5 (464) and recorded in Table I, 
accompanying the present article, there are a seated stone Buddha image 

. dated Ch'eng-ming ~J3Jj I (476),( 23 > a gold-copper standing Buddha image 
dated T'ai-ho :;tfo 6 (482), (24> and a gold-copper image dated T'ai-ho 
9 (485) (25 > are the only single images, while none of the rest is any earlier 
than Shen-kuei ,ii$~ 2 (519), the date of a seated Buddha figure in Lung
men. (26> This is not much, when compared with Gautama, Maitreya and 
Avalokitesvara. Yet, about the middle of the fifth century in South China, 
there appears to have been a good deal of Amitayus sculpture, for he makes 
frequent appearances in the literature.C27 > A stone Amitayus dating to Yiian
chia 5i:JI 25 (488, of which, however, only the throne survives) (28 > is probably 
to be viewed against the general background, just described, of the prevailing 
mood south of the Yang-tze. 

In the light of the above, it is evident that Amitayus was also known 
before Yiin-kang; it is still maintained, however, that virtually no image is 
to be found in the Yiin-kang caves that is likely representation of Ami
tayus. (29 > As already stated, it is only from the end of the Northern Wei that 
the Amitayus figure makes it appearance at Lung-men, from which it is clear 
that in Yiin-kang the Amitayus figure is a departure from the thought under
lying the construction and accoutrement of the Yiin-kang caves as well. 

In the light of the above examination of the three icons considered, it 

(23) Saburo MATSUBARA ~~JJJC:::.i~, 'Bosuton Bijutsukan-z,6 Sensei-ha Sekibutsu Santai ni 
tsuite' :¥ ;;z r 1/~f,!tri'§S~EstllCEi~=~fc--:>l, t (On the Three Buddha Figures of the 
Shan-hsi School housed in the Boston Museum of Fine Arts), in Bukkyo Geijutsu ~~ 
im1'ltr (Art Buddhica), No. 90. 

(24) S. MATSUBARA, Chugoku Bukkyo Chokoku-shi Kenkyu i:p~~~~tU5!::.liffJ'c (A Study of 
the History of Chinese Buddhist Sculpture), p. 255 and Fig. 36b. (hereinafter to be refer
red to as 'Matsubara'). 

(25) See the Uemehara Collection of Archaeological Materials deposited in the Toyo Bunko. 
(26) Cf. Lung-men, inscription catalogue, entry no. 636. 
(27) Cf. the following: a) Mention of Amitayus figure by Chu Tao-lin ~m~ (ea. 400, 

recorded in the Biography of Chu Fa-k'uang ~r:t;fflliHf in the Kao-seng-chuan, chilan 5; 
b) Seng-liang's fj~ sixteen-foot gold-copper Amitayus (432, recorded in the Fa-yilan 
chu-lin 1-t;Jff:C!;l;t, chilan 15; c) the gold-copper Amitayus of the nun Tao-ch'iung mf.l 
(438, recorded in the Pi-ch'iu-ni chuan J:[::li]E{lJ (The Lives of the Bhik~uttis), chilan 2; 
d) the inscription on the gold Amitayus figure executed by the Sung Emperor Hsiao-wu 
*~!Et~~~~:l:a4:~~ (452-464, or thereabout, recorded in the Ch'u san-tsang chi-chi 
/±!.=~ta~, chilan 12; e) the oath taken by Hui-yiian jl~ of Lu-shan LIJL! before an 
Amitayus image and an Amitabha image, recorded in the Kao-seng-chuan, chilan 6. 

(28) Cf. Mizuno, p. 42. 
(29) Cf. n. 6. 
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would appear that the Buddha images chosen for the Yiin-kang caves are to 

clearly delimited from the Buddhist traditions of the Middle Plain current 

m an area with Ho-pei and Shan-tung at the centre. 

4. Gautama 
The Gautama image was not unknown before Yiin-kang, but at Yiin

kang it is the principal image, whether in terms of number or in terms of 

size. Nevertheless, it is worthy of some note that, figured in gold and bronze, 

Gautama is in a bit of a minority in comparison with Maitreya and Avalo

kitesvara. <30 l 

5. Prabhiitaratna 
The Prabhiitaratna image is always figured in a sitting position, side by 

side with Gautama, being thus, among other things, a barometer indicating 

the diffusion of the Saddharmapu1J,<l,arikasutra. Prabhutaratna is prominent 

in the Northern Wei both as a gold-copper image and in the Yiin-kang 

caves. <31 ) Among the earlier Prabhutaratna figures are a gold-copper image 

dated Yen-hsing 911;~ 2 (472)< 32 ) and another dated the following year,<33) 

both a bit later than the excavation of the Yiin-kang caves. Let us have a 

look at the distribution of the inscribed images, of Prabhutaratna. 

Prabhiitaratna images in gold and copper, like those of Avalokitesvara 

and of Maitreya not in a crosslegged pose, are found distributed in the Hopei

Shantung area. This inclines one to the suppositon that even Prabhiitaratna 

images must, after all, have been current throughout the Middle Plain before 

Distribution of Prabhutaratna Images 

N othern Wei: 
Ho-pei 
Shan-tung 
Ho-nan 
Shan-hsi (1-Diffl) 
Uncertain 

East/West Wei, 
North Ch'i/Chou: 

Ho-pei 
Shan-tung 
Ho-nan 
Shan-hsi ( f-Djffl) 
Uncertain 

Gold-Copper 

14 
2 

11 

2 

Yiin-kang 

7 

(30) Cf. the author's work mentioned above. See n. I. 

(31) Cf. the author's work mentioned above. See n. I. 

Lung-men 

3 

Single Standing 
Stone Image 

2 

(32) Seigai OMURA ::kti'ifflml Shina Bijutsu-shi Choso-hen .xW~W5t!.Jlila:m• (A History of 

Chinese Art-Sculture Volume), p. 185 and fig. 460. 
(33) Cf. the Umehara Archaeological Materials; also 'The Inscription on Liu Ch'en's Statue' 

JU~tli\i~rc\ in the aforementioned work by the present writer. 
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Yiin-kang. Yet, at Yiin-kang Prabhutaratna was, together with Gautama and 
the crosslegged Maitreya, the most frequently constructed image. The in
scribed images evidenced in the above table amount to 7, but the uninscribed 
are literally innumerable. A peculiar feature of them is that, among standing 
images (Gautama), crosslegged images (Maitreya) and images of Buddhas 
seated side by side (Prabhutaratna), the most frequent cases are those in 
which two or, as the case may be, three figures are carved facing one another 
or, at least, as a single set. 

By sorting out the above representations of five sacred figures, we feel 
rather certain of the following conclusions: 

a. By Yiin-kang times, apart from Gautama figures, Maitreya images other 
than crosslegged, single Avalokitesvara figures, Prabhutaratna images 
seated side by side with Gautama, and images of Amitayus had already 
been produced. Most of them are distributed throughout the Hopei
Shantung area. 

b. At Yiin-kang itself, Gautama, the crosslegged Maitreya, and Prabhutaratna 
constitute the main stream, so to speak, while Avalokitesvara and 
Amitayus are virtually ignored. 

Now a problem arises. If one sets aside Gautama figures, which were so 
well known in China ever since the introduction of Buddhism into that 
country, the one thing that the Hopei-Shantung area and the Yiin-kang caves 
have in common is the Prabhiitaratna figure. There is but one word for such 
a phenomenon-uncanny. Let us have a look, then, at the source of the 
Prabhutaratna cult. 

In Gandhara and in Central Asia there is no image of two Buddhas (i.e., 
Gautama and Prabhiitaratna) seated side by side, for its westernmost limit is 
the Mo-kao cave (the one 'than which there is none higher') in Tun-huang 
fj(~f~~ff. At that, there are few enough of them apart from the principal 
object of worship in Cave 259 (the so-called 'Wei cave' ~:ffl), for otherwise the 
representation amounts to what is seen on T'ang~ murals. Now the afore
mentioned Cave 259, said to be a concretization of the Saddharmapur:uJ,ari
kasutra, has on its left and right walls crosslegged Bodhisattvas and niches for 
seated Buddhas, thus much resembling Yiin-kang, but the date of original 
excavation, held to be the end of the fifth century, c34 ) is thus not felt to 
precede T'an-yao's five caves. It is thus virtually impossible to see in the 
Mo-kao cave, as it now is, an image of the two Buddhas, seated side by side, 
that could be a forerunner to Yiin-kang. Even where Buddhist canonical 
manuscripts at Tun-huang are concerned, there are very few Saddharma
pu1J,iJ,arika MSS dated with any certainty to the period bestriding the 
Northern Wei and the Northern Chou, something felt to be quite unique 

(34) Cf. 'Notes on the Tun-huang Caves' in Mizuno, p. 386 ff. 
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when compared with the case of other scriptures. <35 ) Seen in this light, there 
is no material leading one to conclude a triumph of the Prabhutaratna cult 
at Tun-huang under the Northern Wei. Furthermore, the figures of the two 
Buddhas seated side by side, still to be found in Kan-su caves outside of Tun
huang, can all be dated to late Northern Wei at the earliest, which means 
that, to the contrary of what has just been seen, it is they that have been 
influenced by the style of Yiin-kang and Lung-men; a classic example of this 
would be such things as the image, engraved on a stele, found in Cave 133 
at Mount Mo-chi ~;j:frl.J;fi:ffl. 36 ) 

If the above conclusions are not greatly in error, the origin of the image 
of the two Buddhas seated side by side must be sought elsewhere. In Mr. 
Seigai OMURA's j(i!i~ m work, <37 ) on p. I 74, is recorded the oldest such image, 
in gold and copper, dated T'ai-p'ing ::;t2jS 2, under the Northern Yen ::It~ 
(410). The 'Northern Yen', governed by the FENG{~, a Chinese clan, extended 
over the territory of what is now Liao-ning Province ~'.$~, which brought it 
into contact with the Buddhism of the Ho-pei area; together with the 
Northern Liang ::ltiJJ(, to its west, it was the most intensely Buddhist country 
in China of the time. <38 l 

To shift our attention to a different time and place, under the Western 
Tsin ~ff, .in T'ai-k'ang ::;tm 7 (286), the Saddharmap,u1;,darzka was trans
lated into Chinese, under the title Cheng-fa-hua-ching IEii~ffi~ by Dhar
marak~a (CHU Fa-hu M:-i!~). Once it was copied, four years later, in Lo-yan 
m,~J, it is said to have circulated widely in the Middle Plain. <39 l The conclu
sion drawn from the above is that the Prabhutaratna cult was already current 
in the Middle Plain before Yiin-kang, and from that stems another conclusion, 
namely, that the above-mentioned images, the gold-copper figure dated to 
T'ai-p'ing 2 under the Northern Yen (410) and the Prabhutaratna figures 
scattered throughout Ho-pei, were also born on that soil. Incidental proof of 
this is the fact that the Avalokitesvara image, derived like the Prabhutaratna 
image from the Saddharmapu1;,darzkasutra., circulated throughout Ho-pei at 
the same time as did the other. This leads one to suppose that the Yiin-kang 
Prabhutaratna brought in the Prabhutaratna image born of the Saddharma
pu?J,rJ;arzka cult that marked Ho-pei Buddhism. 

It is from the end of the fourth century that Ho-pei Buddhism really 

(35) Cf. Tonko Butten Kaidai Jjc~i9!J~m!ffl (Explanatory Introduction to the Buddhist Canon 
of Tun-huang) (in mimeograph), edited and published by the Institute of Humanistic 
Studies, Kyoto University. 

(36) Mo-chi-shan shih-k'u ~f.ftrlJ1:jjt (The Caves of Mount Mo-chi), published by the Bureau 
of Social and Cultural Affairs, Ministry of Culture. 

(37) Cf. OMURA, op. cit. 
(38) T'ang Yung-t"ung~fflm, Han Wei liang-Chin Nan-pei-ch'ao fo-chiao-shih~~ffiffi¥.i;lf:: 

~}!{91J~.5!: (A History of Early Chinese Buddhism), p. 488. 
(39) Zenryii TsuKAMOTo ~2/s:fMi, Chugoku Bukkyo Tsushi if!~-{91J~il!i.5!: (A General History 

of Chinese Buddhism), Vol. 1, p. 217 ff. 
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came to P'ing-ch'eng. Emperor Tao-wu, in T'ien-hsing xJ! I (398), putting 
an end to the state of the 'Latter Yen' {&~, based in Chung-shan, moved into 
the Middle Plain and transported large numbers. of officials and commoners 
from there to P'ing-ch'eng, where he put them to work on the construction of 
the new capital. (4o) Within the thinking that underlay this. construction of 
a new capital, so it is said, were included a five-storeyed stupa, a 'Mount 
G:rdhrakiita( 41 ) and Mount Sumeru Hall', a lecture hall, a meditation cham
ber and a 'sramaJJ,a throne' (sha-men-tso t&F~~). (42) The same emperor also 
designated the sramar,ia Fa-Imo 1!*, a native of Chao commandery M!W 
(the district, hsien tWf., of the same name in Ho-pei Province), the first Comp
troller of Religious, making him the general supervisor of the Sa:rp.gha and all 
its members. (43 ) In this way, the Buddhism of the time in which the Northern 
Wei established their state was one in which Ho-pei Buddhism was the main 
current. Since the newly conquered Ho-pei country was well populated and 
agriculturally rich, the Northern Wei saw very diligently to the management 
of the whole area, occupying itself first with the building, then with the 
frequent improvement, of a highway connecting P'ing-ch'eng and Chung
shan i=f:tw. (44 ) There can be little doubt that the traditional culture of the 
Middle Plain took this route into P'ing-ch'eng, and that along with it, vir
tually as a matter of course, the various styles in Buddhist statuary must also 
have been transmitted. ( 45 ) Yet, it is to be noted that, among the iconic styles 
current in Ho-pei Buddhism, there are at Yiin-kang no Maitreya figures, 
whether standing or seated, and no single Avalokitesvara figures-which is 
not true of Gautama and Prabhiitaratna seated side by side. To look at it in 
another way, at Yiin-kang there was a selection made among the icons. already 
known, thus bringing unity into a disunited imagery. This means that the 
Yiin-kang excavators tried to bring a fixed and consistent policy into the 
genres and imagery of the icons. The said policy is surely not unrelated to 

(40) Cf. under the first and twelfth months, Annals of T'ai-tsu, the Wei-shu. 
(41) Cf. S. MrzuNo, Unko Sekkutsu to sono ]idai ~lu'i)~ffl 2::: )cO)~,fi; (The Yun-kang Caves 

and Their Times), p. 126, where the author, reminding the reader that Grdhrakuta 
(Kijakussen, Ch'i-she-chii-shan ::fMI!!Jli!U-I) is the mountain better known to the Japanese 
as Ryojusen (Ling-chiu-shan ~fi0J), expresses the view that the hall iri question must 
have been a representation of the preaching of the Saddharmapu1J,<}ar'ikasutra on Mount 
Grdhrakuta, particularly of the scene in which the jewelled stupa wells up out of the 
earth and the two Buddhas take their place in it side by side. 

(42) Cf. the Notice on Buddhism and Taoism in the Wei-shu. 
(43) Cf. op. cit. 
(44) Masana MAEDA muEBiEis, 'Hokugi Heijo Jidai ni okeru Teishu no Chiiki Kono ni kan

suru Ronkio' ~t~-Sf-~~fi; fc to ft~ JE1'M 0) ±-!!!~-~ fc ~T ~ fffn~ (Speculations concerning 
Construction Work in Ting-chou under the Northern Wei during the P'ing-ch'eng 
Period), in Shigaku Zasshi, Vol. 84, Nos. 6 and 7. 

(45) The fact that T'an-yao went into hiding in the Chung-shan region during the proscrip
tion suggests that P'ing-ch'eng Buddhism after the restoration was not unrelated to 
Ho-pei Buddhism. 
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the nature of Yiin-kang Buddhism. The next logical step must be to ask 
what, exactly, that policy was. 

C. The Principal Themes. of Yiin-kang Statuary. 
The principal themes of Yiin-kang statuary may be narrowed down to 

three, viz., the two Buddhas Gautama and Prabhiitaratna and the Bodhisattva 
Maitreya. In addition to them, one sees Seven Buddhas, a Thousand Buddhas, 
emanation-Buddhas and the Buddha Diparp.kara, to which can be added such 
ancillary figures as those of standing Bodhisattvas and images of persons 
seated in meditation in a pan-chia attitude. 

There are also engraved representations-not sculptures, to be sure-of 
the life of the Buddha. <46) The points that these Yiin-kang images have in 
common can all be reduced to the Gautama cult; what they mean may be 
sorted out in the form of the following questions: 

1. How did Gautama become a Buddha? The answer is provided by engrav
ings of the Buddha's life and by images of Diparp.kara. 

2. What supernatural characteristics does Gautama possess? Answers 
provided by images of Prabhiitaratna and of emanation-bodies of Bud
dhas in all ten quarters .. 

3. What is Gautama's position among Buddhas whose number is simply 
incalculable? Answers provided by images of the Thousand Buddhas of 
the Bhadrakalpa, the Seven Buddhas. of the Past and the Bodhisattva 
Maitreya. 

4. What were the primary and secondary marks borne by Gautama, what 
the manner of his preaching, when he preached the Dharma? Answers 
provided by the Gautama images. 

Thus, Yiin-kang is a series of caves for the glorification of Gautama, 
where Gautama is the principal object of worship. Let us, then, have a look 
at the position of the crosslegged Maitreya image. Maitreya's position at 
Yiin-kang is clearly that of a Bodhisattva with only one reincarnation left to 
him (ekajatipratibaddho bodhisattva!:,,), the promised successors to the Seven 
Buddhas of the Past (Vipasyin, Sikhin, Visvabhuj, Krakucchanda, Kana
kamuni, Kasyapa and Sakyamuni, i.e., Gautama). In other words, he is a 
Bodhisattva in the sequence Six Buddhas-Gautama-Maitreya. The carving 
of Maitreya's image in large stone figures alongside that of Gautama indicates 
that Maitreya was accorded a position as Gautama's equal or, at least, as his 
successor. (47 ) In other words, Yiin-kang may be called a series of 'caves in 
which the role of Gautama and of Maitreya is being strongly asserted'. This 

(46) Cf. 'Unko Sekkutsu to Butsuden Chokoku' ~ln'/l1::jffl ,!:: ~{JJ~~U (The Yi.in-kang Caves 
and the Figuration of the Buddha's Life), in Yun-kang, Vol. 7. 

(47) The caves in which a crosslegged Bodhisattva is the principal object of worship are nos. 
10, 13 and 17. Other large images are those of standing Buddhas, seated Buddhas and 
reclining Buddhas. 
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is an intimation that the Buddhism that T'an-yao had in mind was a doctrine 
with Gautama and Maitreya at its centre. The reason that, at Yiin-kang, 

Amitayus and Avalokitesvara are off the main theme of the statuary is, 

presumably, due to the fact that they were regarded as a Buddha and Bodhi
sattva in a different 'line'. The question is, why the above-mentioned 

Gautama-Maitreya doctrine was so strongly stressed. 
The present writer is of the opinion that in the thinking of T'an-yao, the 

sponsor of the Yiin-kang caves, there was the wish to work the genealogy of 

the ruling family of the Northern Wei into the abovementioned line leading 
from the Buddhas of the past to Maitreya. <48) The conclusion, seen from the 

character of Maitreya, is that this wish was simply another expression of the 

intention to liken the former emperors of the Northern Wei to the Buddhas 
of the past and the reigning emperor to the Bodhisattva Maitreya. It is only 

with the aid of such a conjecture that, in this writer's opinion, one can 

understand the abovementioned characteristics of the Yiin-kang icons and the 
historical conditions leading to the excavation of T'an-yao's, five caves as will 

be discussed in the next chapter. 
Early in the Notice on Buddhism and Taoism is a general account of 

Buddhism, wherein one sees the following statement: 

He who is spoken of as 'Buddha' was originally called Sakyamuni, 

which, being interpreted, means 'capable of benevolence'. That is to say, 

his virtue fulfilled and his way complete, he is able to save the myriad 
beings. Before Sakya there were six Buddhas. Sakya, succeeding to the 
six Buddhas, achieved his enlightenment and dwells in the present age, 

the Noble Era (bhadrakalpa). It is also said that in time to come there 
shall be a certain Maitreyabuddha, who, succeeding directly to Sakya, 

shall come down to this world. j=ijfg~{t~, *?Jiff~)'.(~. ~g~~C. i~1lJE 

(48) The Vividharatnakosa (?) translated by Chi-chia-yeh E~t5l (Kirpkara?) and T'an-yao 

under the title Tsa-pao-tsang-ching~'Jf.fd}.~, is a collection of the stories of the Buddha's 

former incarnations (jataka). The first story, 'Shih-she-wang-ching' +~.=E.~ (Scripture 

of King Jivaja), is a Ramaya1J,a story having no direct connection with Gautama, a story 

of filial and fraternal piety in which a younger brother cedes the throne to his elder 

brother. As it happened, a strikingly similar incident took place in real life at the 

time of the accession of Shih-i-ch'ien {fjt!jl, who was to live in history as Emperor 

Chao-ch'eng aBfflZ§'l:'fff. (Cf. Hsu-chi J=fi%c. (Preface) and Lieh-chuan Jlj~ (Biographies), 
chilan 2, in the W ei-shu.) The descendants of the orphan who went to take the place 

of his brother Shih-i-ch'ien, held in hostage by Shih Chao ii~, were treated favourably 

for generations thereafter, in recognition of the virtuous willingness to surrender even 

a throne. The Tsa-pao-tsang-ching is a scripture that exerted considerable influence on 

the accoutrement of the Yiin-kang caves, so much so that several of the stories it contains 

are evident in the engravings of the life of Buddha. (Cf. n. 46.) The present writer is 

of the opinion that one can see in the position occupied by this story, where it is at the 

very beginning of the Tsa-pao-tsang-ching, T'an-yao's wish to link the life of the Buddha 

to the ancestors of the Northern Wei. 
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m'Vffl, :J$tPf~~-fu. ff~rofr/ff1'ft. ff~*-11'ft®mtm, ~4--~ttJ. )(g~*/ffmlffi 
t@Jft, ::1f*-lff~~iit. 

From this one knows that the doctrine of Six Buddhas, - Gautama -
Maitreya was the common coin of Buddhism by the end of the Northern Wei. 
At the very beginning of the Ta-chi-i-shen-chou-ching ::kef~)i1$~*~ (Mahii

srinirdesatantra?), the translation of which is ascribed to T'an-yao, there is 
mention of the Seven Buddhas of the Past and of Maitreya, which leads, one 
to conjecture that by P'ing-ch'eng times this doctrine was already widely 
known. 

Now, given the fact that the reigning emperor was likened to Maitreya, 
the natural conclusion is that Cave 17 is in honour of Emperor Wen-ch'eng 
)'.($;,W, while, where the remaining four caves are concerned, two possible 
interpretations come immediately to mind, viz., 

1. The Four Buddhas are the last four, including Gautama, that is, 
Krakucchanda, Kanakamuni, Kasyapa, Sakyamuni (Gautama). 

2. The Four Buddhas are nirma1J,akiiyas of Gautama alone. 

While the former interpretation would seem to tally well enough with 
logic, on the other hand, there are no examples, of the formalized representa
tions of merely the last four of the Seven Buddhas. Besides, in all the 
Northern examples known, the Seven Buddhas are figured with the same 
imagery. Thus, one cannot set aside the question of whether the figures in 
the four caves can be made to harmonize with figures of varied imagery such 
as those of the Four Tathagatas in T'an-yao's, five. Now, when all is said and 
done, since T'an-yao's five caves are successors to the idea embodied in the 
five standing Gautama images housed in the great five-storeyed monastery 
built for the five emperors. beginning with T'ai-tsu, and since the figures in 
the said monastery are not the Seven Buddhas of the Past, the likelihood that 
the aforementioned Four Great Buddhas are four of the Seven is not very 
great. The second interpretation is based on two facts, namely, that, when 
viewing in terms of imagery, it is not outrageous to regard all four as Gautama 
images, and that the Notice on Buddhism and Taoism, after giving the order 
of sequence as Six Buddhas-Gautama-Maitreya, has the following to say: 

'The Buddhas' Body of the Law' means two things. One is the true 
body, the other is that of momentary response. 'True' means the ultimate 
substance, wondrously surpassing all bonds and impediments, not to be 
restricted to place or direction, not to be delimited by form or measure. 
When there is a stimulus, it responds, but the substance is ever tranquil. 

rift1i¾~.::::fi~. ~*~1', .::::*tiffi. ~Jr¾, i1l~tizt1. trfm~tfil~, ::f{f 
~jj~~, ::f~~%-rn. /ff~~Fi, H~~~-

However, the 'body of momentary response' refers to the one that 
blends its light with that of the six paths of existence, that shares defil-
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ment with the myriad kinds, whose birth and extinction accord with the 
times, whose length or shortness is in response to the beings. Its form 
comes into being because of a stimulus, but its substance is truly existent. 
Although the temporary form may take its leave, the true substance does 
not move. It is only because at times there is no great stimulus that it 
cannot always be seen. It is obvious that the Buddha's birth is not a real 
birth, his death not a real death. fi~~~' g\'!J~0:3/t~m, IP.!.llf-tJl. ~~~ 
~, fri~~~, %1±1~~, H~rf(/ff. ti%¥UM, ~a~~- 1.E!.~~frj;~, Mt~1i 
-m JlE!=. SJl{~~~rlt~, ~~rl(i~-1:!1. 

The idea of the twofold division of the 'Buddha's body' was quite wide
spread under the Northern Dynasties, and it is on this basis that images were 
created and honoured with gift-offerings. 

Let us now have a second look at the notice concerning the creation of 
the first icon following the revocation of the edict of proscription: 

This year (452), the officials were commanded by Imperial edict to 
have made a stone likeness of the Emperor's person. When it was 
finished, on both the face and the soles of the feet were black pebbles, 
which mysteriously resembled the moles on the upper and lower parts 
of the Emperor's body. Those who discussed this thought that it was in 
response to his pure sincerity.(49

> ~~- !?1~'§1, fl;:fifi"f.f:tzO'rif~. IDEfflt. jffi 

~~T, ~/ff~;:fi, ~~w■~T~+. •~~=~•m~. 
The last few words, 'in response to his pure sincerity' (ch'un-ch'eng so

kan itm~mJ®), are telling us that, Emperor Wen-ch'eng's wholesome deed, 
that of religious restoration, being in perfect accord with the ens substan
tissimum that is the Buddha (his 'real body'), the response made its appear
ance on the stone figure. The idea was, to be sure, that the presence of the 
Buddha's 'real body' in the emperor was being thus acknowledged, but the 
doctrine of the twofold division of the Buddha's body is evident in many 
scriptures, most notable, for the time under discussion, being Dharmak$ema's 
translation of the (Mahayana) Mahiiparinirva?J,asutra. One gets the impres
sion that T'an-yao was applying to the Buddhism of the Northern Wei the 
doctrine of the two bodies already current in Buddhist circles in the Northern 
Liang. This is why the present writer would like to regard the Four Great 
Buddhas of T'an-yao's five caves as nirmii?J,akiiiyas of Gautama. It is our belief 
that the varied imagery of the Four Great Buddhas is there to symbolize the 
nirmii?J,akiiyas displayed by Gautama, in keeping with the respective objects 
of his teaching and conversion, in order to convert the beings in general. 
Given this interpretation, one is presumably entitled to say that T'an-yao, 
seeing, as he did, the four emperors beginning with T'ai-tsu, during their life
times, as nirm,a?J,akiiyas of Gautama, by insisting that the reigning emperor 

(49) Cf. the Notice on Buddhism and Taoism in the Wei-shu. 
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was Maitreya, was attempting to fit the successive emperors of the Northern 

Wei into a Buddhist doctrine that preached a Buddha-lineage of past-present

future. Now, if the Four Great Buddhas are nirmiiJJ,akayas of Gautama, then, 

at the present stage of research, one has no choice but to suspend judgement 

as to the identity of the emperors in whose honour caves 16, 18, 19 and 20 

were originally excavated. c5o) 

Above, we have deduced, from an analysis of the structure of the icons 

and of such things as their imagery, the idea that marks the Buddhism of 

Yiin-kang, namely, that 'the Emperors of the past are Gautama, the reigning 

Emperor is Maitreya'. The next problem is. the nature of the historical condi

tions under which were born these Buddhist ideas so permeated by the 

character of a State religion. It is, in other words, the problem of the his

torical necessity that left no choice but to liken the emperors of the Northern 

Wei to the Gautama-Maitreya lineage. To clarify this, one must pursue and, 

likewise, clarify the nature of the Buddhism and of the state of the Northern 

Wei during the middle years of the fifth century. 

II. Proscrigtion and Restoration 

A. Proscription 
The edict of proscription dated the third month of T'ai-p'ing-chen-chiin 

7 (446) was the first major act of legal repression in the history of Chinese 

Buddhism. What the religious community produced out of the bitterness of 

having endured this severe persecution, a persecution the like of which it had 

never seen, was the Yiin-kang caves. 

The proscription of Buddhism by order of Emperor T'ai-wu of the 

Northern Wei has been studied in meticulous detail by Professor Zenryii 

TsuKAMOTO :l:J::$:~lii:, (51 ) but there still seems to be much room left for inves-

(50) Satoshi YOSHIMURA ati• ·lt, in his article entitled 'Don-yo Gokutsu-ron' fi:BiEAi\mfa(T'an

yao's Five Caves), in Bukkyo Geijutsu, No. 73, attempts, on the ground of style, to match 

the principal objects of worship in the five caves with respective emperors, in the course 

of which he expresses some very interesting views as to the arrangement of the images 

in the five caves. However, as the basis for a concrete match, his conjectures reveal 

themselves as forced. It is difficult to agree with an identification of the principal cave 

when the identification is based upon the size of the images in the cave (besides which 

there seems to be a miscalculation in the case of the height of the principal image in 

Cace 18), or with the conjecture that the principal image in Cave 16, because of its 

appearance, is to be matched against the then emperor, who was a lad at the time. 

Z. TsuKAMOTO, in his aforementioned work 'Unko Sansoku', ventures the view that the 

central image in Cave 18 is appropriate to the reigning emperor, while in his 'Unko 

Sekkutsu no Bukkyo' ~lu'il::5Ai\(7)~if{ in Indo-gaku Bukkyo-gaku Kenkyu mJ.t~1~ifl~ 
:ef~ (Journal of Indian and Buddhist Studies), Vol. 2, No. 2, he supposes that the central 

:figure in Cave 17 may have been in honour of Kung-tsung Ching-mu-ti ~*il:;filj*, who, 

in spite of his posthumous title, actually died while still heir apparent to the throne. 

No substantial evidence is offered, however, in support of either view. 

(51) See z. TSUKAMOTO, 'Hokugi Taibutei no Haibutsu Kishaku' ;:lt~xftt*(7)/it~~~ (The 
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tigation. 
The present writer plans to devote another work, at some later date, to 

a discussion of the historical significance of this proscription; the intention 
here is to outline the historical situation that provided the background to it. 

The ancestors of the Northern Wei, when they ruled over a state called 
Tai~' were the heads of a commonwealth made up of a federation of clans 
with the T'o-pa :rf-iltx (Tab7ac) clan occupying a central position, a situation 
in which regal power was quite plainly subject to restraint on the part of 
powerful clans. 

Emperor Tao-wu took the decisive step of dissolving the clan organizations 
and placing their members under direct imperial rule, but the power of the 
northern clan nobles, descendants themselves of mighty clansmen, was deeply 
rooted, so much so that it nullified the move in the direction of absolute 
imperial power. The era of Emperor Ming-yiian EJ.lftwwas a time of imperial 
weakness, devoted exclusively to the perfection of internal government. His, 
successor, however, Emperor T'ai-wu, breaking out of the isolationist politi
cal mould of his predecessors, and in the teeth of opposition on the part of 
the northern aristocracy, embarked decisively on a war of conquest, eventually, 
in T'ai-yen 5 (439), uniting all of North China. Thereupon the state of the 
Northern Wei found itself obliged, internally, to rule rationally over two 
worlds, one Chinese, the other 'barbarian', and externally confronted by the 
urgent task of creating an imperial organism fit to rival those of the southern 
dynasties. Those who advanced the cause were a body of State officials, scions 
of illustrious Chinese families, headed by Ts'm Hao ,m~. Ts'ur Hao, as 
Emperor T'ai-wu's right-hand man, in his attempt to manage a bureaucratic 
system supportive of the imperial power, frequently clashed with the aristo
cracy of the northern clans. The reason he succeeded in focussing all of his 
sovereign's love and favour on himself is that he responded to the ambitions 
of an emperor aiming at the reinforcement of imperial power. Besides, he 
himself, possessed of the great ambition of converting the empire of the 
Northern Wei into an aristocracy of distinguished Chinese families, backed by 
the unquestioning trust of the Emperor, intended to place T'ai-wu on its 
pinnacle as· an 'effulgent theocrat of the middle and flowering' (i.e., as a 
strictly Chinese emperor), one with absolute power. For this purpose, it was 
necessary for the ruler to boast before all the world that he was a 'lord 
recipient of the Mandate', whose identity was evident in Heaven-sent tallies. 
This mode of thinking was, to be sure, the Confucian view of the 'effulgent 
theocrat' (huang ti ~W), endowed with absolute authority by a set of magical 
charms (ch'en-wei ~*t). At the same time, what was utilized for 'tallies' were 
the appearance of the Taoist practitioner K'ou Ch'ien-chih ~fftz and the 
'charm booklets' (ch'en-shu ~:i=) he had brought with him. Besides, the 'new 

Anti-Buddhist Proscription of Emperor T'ai-wu of the Northern Wei), in the Shina 
Bukkyo-shi Kenkyil H okugi-hen. 
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Way of the Heavenly Master' (hsin t'ien-shih-tao ~~ffi!j~), proclaimed by 
K'ou Ch'ien-chih, had been cleaned up so as to make it suit a Taoism sub
servient to, and attendant on, the State. In Chen-chiin 3 (442), in the first 
month, the Emperor, mounting the 'platform of the Way' (tao-t'an ~:II), 
formally received the fu-lu 1,q~ taUies, by which a Confucian machinery with 
Taoist coloration, having the Emperor, Ts'm Hao and K'ou Ch'ien-chih as 
its three 'pillars', took final form. The promoter of this scheme, Ts'm Hao, 
loathing Buddhism as a monstrous evil corruptive of the spirit of the middle 
and flowering (Chinese), frequently tried to convince the Emperor of its vanity 
and falsity. Even the sovereign, who at first was, if anything, sympathetic 
towards Buddhism, once he became inclined towards Taoism, proceeded to 
cool rapidly towards the object of his one-time favour. By contrast, the 
aristocrats of the northern peoples and the Chinese officials from undis
tinguished families, as well as the Buddhist clergy, all of whom, being in 
opposition to Ts'm Hao, were shabbily treated by him, showed an inclination 
to band together under Prince Huang, heir apparent to the throne, a man 
with a profound and sympathetic concern with Buddhism. Given a Buddhism 
now involved in a power struggle, Ts'm Hao became militantly critical of its 
anti-political character as well. In T'ai-yen 4 (438), it was decreed that all 
srama'J'},as under fifty years of age were to be unfrocked. (52 ) This was a pursuit 
of the monasteries for being a drain on the State by harbouring, as unofficially 
ordained monks, commoners shirking the corvee; In T'ai-p'ing-chen-chiin 5 
(444), the private maintenance of srama'J'},as and of diviners (shih wu grpfil) 
was prohibited. (58 ) This was a prohibition of divinations and spells carried 
out on a basis different from that of the State sacrifices, but, at the same time, 
the mantric character of Buddhism was being suppressed as something con
trary to the interests of the State .. Then, in Chen-chiin 6 (445), the rebellion 
of KAI Wu E[~ (54) broke out all over Shan-hsi ~5. When, in the following 
year (446), it came to light that a Buddhist monastery in Ch'ang-an had lent 
its weight to the rebel cause, an anti-Buddhist edict was promulgated for the 
whole Ch'ang-an area, one that eventually, under prompting from Ts'm Hao, 
came to be enforced throughout the entire land. (55 ) A prohibition that, in 
this way, extended over all the territories of the Northern Wei dealt Bud
dhism a blow that defies the imagination. Buddhism, which until that time 
had been gradually moving toward relative prosperity, was, in a single stroke, 
extirpated from North Chinese society. Thereafter, what with the deaths of 
K'ou Ch'ien-chih, Ts'm Hao and Emperor T'ai-wu, the final seal at length 
was put to a proscription that had lasted seven years. Still, it can scarcely be 

(52) Cf. the Notice on Buddhism and Taoism in the Wei-shu. 
(53) Cf. the Annals of Shih-tsu ttf:ff!E[;2/s:~ and the Notice on Buddhism and Taoism in the 

Wei-shu. 
(54) Cf. ibid., and also the Biography of So Lu *~~ in the Sung-shu *~
(55) Cf. n. 53, specially Yun-kang, Vol. 16, pp. 64--68. 
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denied that this unprecedented experience quickened in a Sa:rµgha whose 
members had embraced the ideal of the defense of the Faith the thought of 
self-examination, enabling them to recognize their own position for what it 
was, one in which their only choice was reliance on secular power. 
B. Restoration 

In the tenth month of Hsing-an~~ 2 (453), Emperor Wen-ch'eng XJJ.x:'rif 
ascended the throne, and two months later the edict of toleration was pro
mulgated. C56) Its essential message can be reduced to three points: 

1. The Emperor T'ai-wu, far from intending the destruction of the Bud
dhist religion, wished merely to correct the wicked abuses of clergy 
and monasteries. 

2. Construction of monasteries shall be permitted, but it shall be con
fined to a single monastery in each heavily populated place, whether 
prefecture (chou 1-H) or commandery (chun W). 

3. Permission to take orders shall be confined to those who come from 
good families, who have always been acknowledged in their villages to 
be persons of good conduct. The limits are to be fifty persons for 
a large prefecture, forty for a small one, ten for a commandery 
remote from the imperial capital. 

Point 1, while appearing to be but an excuse for the proscription of the 
preceding reign, actually has great significance. This lies in the fact of its 
impressing on the religious community the corruption of the Sa:rµgha before 
the proscription and the justice of Emperor T'ai-wu who had tried to rectify 
the same. The State is not acknowledging the proscription as. an error on the 
part of Emperor T'ai-wu.C 57) Yet, on the very day of the promulgation of the 
edict, Emperor Wen-ch'eng personally administered the tonsure to Shih-hsien 
and others, five men who had reverted to the Order, designating Shih-hsien 
Comptroller of Religious. C58) Thus, the Buddhist religious community after 
the restoration was placed, from the very moment of its resuscitation, under 
the control of the State in respect of the right of final decision in matters of 
ordination, of the limits to the number of monasteries, of the qualifications 
for admission to orders, of the numerical limits to be imposed on the Sa:rµgha, 
and the like. This means that, any time the State chose to exercise its 
authority, Buddhism could be proscribed again. From the point of view of 
a Sarp.gha that had just survived one suppression, there was no guarantee that 
the structure here described could prevent a second, or even a third, proscrip
tion. Another thing that the members of the Sa:rp.gha could not get out of 
their heads was the awareness that the arch-villain in the proscription of 
(56) Cf. the Notice on Buddhism and Taoism in the Wei-shu. 
(57) There is a view that in the original excavation of the Yiln-kang caves there lurks an 

attitude of penance and atonement on the part of the imperial family, but the view 
seems unjustified. See the previously mentioned work of the present writer. 

(58) Cf. the Notice on Buddhism and Taoism in the Wei-shu. 
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Buddhism was Taoism, for which Ts'ur Hao and K'ou Ch'ien-chih had been 

standard-bearers. To quote a monkish biography, 'Ts'm Hao, ssu-t'u ffl-vl: by 

rank, a crooked flatterer and an eloquent sycophant, persuaded the Emperor 

to hold in high esteem, and to attach much importance to, K'ou Ch'ien-chih, 

a master of the Way, upon whom was conferred the title of Heavenly Master 

(t'ien-shih :Xm-ff). In his ever greater veneration for Lao-tzu ~-=f, he want

only killed the Sakya seed (i.e., the members of the Buddhist order), burning 

and otherwise destroying monasteries and stupas.' (59 ) fflttm~, ;f~{i~ffirl, ~ 

W*:mm±~~z, nmxm-ff, -~~-=f, ~;rJ~;fi, ~~~~- Similar statements 

can be found elsewhere. 
What is at work here is the perception that the cause of the proscription 

was the fact that Taoism had taken hold of the Emperor's, heart, a perception 

common to the entire Saiµgha at the time of the proscription. For Shih-hsien 

and T'an-yao, who headed the religious community.after the proscription, the 

most vital question was how to present a doctrine that would yield nothing 

to Taoism in its glorification of the Emperor. 

This is not to say, however, that until that time the notion of glorifying 

the Emperor was absent from the Buddhist side. A matter upon which we 

have touched briefly is the thought of Fa-Imo, first comptroller of religious 

during the reign of T'ai-tsu, the Emperor Tao-wu, as revealed in his remark 

that 'the Effulgent Theocrat is identical with the Thus-Come-One' (huang-ti 

chi ju-lai ~W~Ptm*, i.e., the Emperor is the same as the Buddha): 

Fa-kuo had always used to say, 'T'ai-tsu is enlightened and loves the 

Way. He is in his very person the Thus-Come-One. Srama1J,as must and 

should pay him all homage.' Then he would always do obeisance. Fa-kuo 

would say to others, 'He who propagates the teaching of the Buddha is 

the lord of men. I am not doing obeisance to the Emperor, I am merely 

worshipping the Buddha.'( 60 ) Wii*~~' ::;tiil[13Jltlz~m, ~P¾~~~i:I*, t& 

F~~~~mf. ~ffi'~ffef, !~AB, 11~¥-r.im* A± {g. flt~pffef:X-=f, l:J¾iilfftEj:. 

The words and deeds of Fa-kuo as just described must presumably be 

understood against a background of the dispute as to whether or not a 

srama1Ja should do obeisance before a king. It seems only natural that, 

precisely at a time at which this question was being made into a political 

issue in the South, the same matter should be debated in the North as well. 

Hui-yiian's essay entitled A Monk Does Not Bow Down before a King (Sha

men pu-ching wang-che lun t1'f~;f~x.~mfa) was written under the Eastern 

Ch'in in Yilan-hsing 3 (404), corresponding, in the terms of the Northern Wei, 

to T'ien-tz'u 51(~ I in the reign of T'ai-tsu, a time at which Fa-kuo was 

active as Comptroller of Religious. In contrast to the disputes taking place 

under the Southern Dynasties, and to the confusion that they engendered, the 

(59) Cf. the Biography of T'an-yao in the Hsu Kao-seng-chuan, chuan L 

(60) Cf. the Notice on Buddhism and Taoism in the Wei-shu. 
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religious community under the Northern Wei seems not to have been in a 
position, objectively speaking, in which it would have been able to advocate 
the 'refusal to bow down before a king' .:fffer.:E*. Fa-kuo's remark is a clear 
indication of this. 'He who propagates the teaching of the Buddha is the lord 
of man' (neng-hung-tao-che jen-chu yeh tl~Mm~ A:±.-&, lit., 'the One able to 
prosper the Way is the Lord of man), in paraphrase, means, 'the activity that 
is the propagation of the Faith has no choice but to rely on the imperial 
power.' This bears a close resemblance to what Tao-an meant when, on the 
occasion leaving his disciples at Hsin-yeh ~,r, he said, 'Unless we rely on 
the lord of the State, the Dharma's affairs shall not easily stand.' (pu-yi kuo
chu tse fa-shih nan-li .:ff1Xffl:±.Ji.IH~$1ttz:). <51> Fa-kuo's justification is not that 
he is abasing himself before the Son of Heaven simply because he is the Son 
of Heaven, but rather that he is worshipping him as a Buddha because he is 
the protector of the Dharma. 

Behind this self-justification is the intimation that the Buddhist com
munity of the time was passive, if acquiescent, in respect of the matter of 
'bowing down before kings' ffer.:E*· One may not, of course, make light of 
the statement that the Emperor is in his very person the Buddha !~Hif~P:tm*, 
but it must be pointed out that Fa-kuo's words, far from representing a posi
tive attempt to find a place for the reigning emperor within the schema of 
Buddhist doctrine, is rather the expression of an idea issuing forth almost 
passively, given the conditions in which the religious community of the time 
was placed. It is presumably after this that it became fixed custom for 
.frama'l'},as to bow down before kings, while the idea of Fa-kuo and his contem
poraries that Emperor=Buddha underwent no qualitative change up to the 
time of the proscription, coming to life again after the religious restoration 
to become the very kernel of the new Buddhist view of the Emperor under 
the Northern vVei. The creation, in the very year of the revocation of the 
edict of proscription, of a stone Buddha figure designed to resemble the em
peror represents the first attempt to concretize the notion of Emperor=Bud
dha, while the production two years later, within the great five-storeyed 
monastery, of five standing Gautama images in gold and copper, dedicated to 
five successive emperors, beginning with T'ai-tsu, represents the second such 
attempt. One may say that the five Buddhas of the five-storeyed monastery 
were a step forward, in the sense that they endeavoured to include in the 
Emperor=Buddha theory not only the reigning sovereign but the entire im
perial house of the Northern Wei, going back as far as to include the founder 
of the dynasty. They did not, however, go beyond K'ou Ch'ien-chih's Taoistic 
view of the Emperor. 
C. The Taoistic View of the Emperor. 

The principal feature of K'ou Ch'ien-chih's 'new Way of the Heavenly 

(61) See the Biography of Tao-an m:t( in the Kao-seng-chuan, chuan 5. 
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Master' (hsin t'ien-shih tao) was its notion of the Emperor as the 'true lord 

of peace and tranquillity' (t'ai-p·'ing chen-chun). Where the notion of the 
'true lord' is concerned, there exist studies, by many of our predecessors, <62 ) so 

that what we shall do here is to go beyond the said studies. while making use 

of their principal findings. 
According to the Notice on Buddhism and Taoism (in the Book of the 

Wei), K'ou Ch'ien-chih, in Shen-shui jji$3:l\% 2 (415), was. commanded by the 
'Great Supreme Aged Lord' (t'ai-shang lao~chun ;tJ::;tB"), i.e., the great god 

of Heaven, to purify and bring into order the 'teaching of the Way', namely, 

Taoism. It is further stated that in T'ai-ch'ang ~# 8 (423), on the occasion 
of a visit from a great-great-grandson of the said Aged Lord, he was given the 

charm book entitled the 'True Scripture of the Magical Charts' (Lu-t'u chen

ching ~ii!Jltffi.I[), accompanied by the command to assist the True Northern 
Lord of Peace and Tranquillity. The title in question was, in reality, a 

designation for the reigning emperor of the Northern Wei. Since this latter, 
the 'true lord of peace and tranquillity', thereby had his identity guaranteed 
as an effulgent theocrat holding sway over the Middle Realm in obedience to 

the will of the 'great supreme aged lord' who was the great god of Heaven 
and, at the same time, the very embodiment of Heaven itself, he could thus 
be characterized as a 'lord recipient of the Mandate', in accord with a Con

fucian theory of prognostication-with a certain Taoistic colouration, to be 
sure, but Confucian nonetheless. 

It is from the union of this notion of the 'true lord of peace and tran
quillity' with the 'effulgent theocrat of the Middle and Flowering', the latter 
representing the thinking of Ts'ui Hao, that there emerged the structure 
joining together the three persons, the Emperor T'ai-wu and his two highly 
placed Chinese subjects, Ts'ui Hao and K'ou Ch'ien-chih. 

The expression 'true lord' (chen-chun) is said to represent a messianic 
notion current among the general populace from about the fourth century. 
Mr. Ninji 0BUCHI ::kmM~ffi has done a very close study< 63 ) of this notion as 
it appears in the Scripture of the Divine Charm of the Deep Abyss (Tung

yuan shen-chou ching ~V#lffl$l:5c.*I[). On the basis of his work, one feels justified 
in summing up the nature of the 'true lord' as follows: 

(62) Yoshitoyo YOSHIOKA E~~::I:, Dokyo Keiten Shiron m~mfil$11;.5e.~ (Historical Studies of 

the Taoist Canon); id., 'Rikucho Dokyo no Shumin Shiso' 1'~m~OJf.i~}B:i-~ (The Six
Dynasties Taoist Notion of 'Seed People'), in Nippon Chugoku Gakkai-ho S2js:g:r~~~¥R 
(Journal of the Japan Sinological Society), Vol. 16 Ninji OBUCHI *mt!~,ffi, Dokyo-shi no 

Kenkyu m~5e.OJWfJE (A Study of the History of Taoism); Chohachi lTANo ;fj!ij:Jst/\, 
'Dokyo Seiritsu no Katei' m~J¼.l[OJ~ffl (The Genesis of Taoism), in Toa Ronso *BE 
~ii (East Asian Seminar), No. 5; Minoru SuNAYAMA f}rl! ~ 'Rik6 kara Kokenshi e' * 
51,,ip Gn:fl~Z""- (From Li Hung to K'ou Ch'ien-chih), in Shukan Toyo-gaku fflflj*r$~ 
(Collected Studies of East Asia), No. 26; and Yang Lien-sheng ~If9p~, 'Critical Notes on 

the Lao-chiin-yin-sung-chieh-ching' ~~W~~mfil:f3tff, in Li-shih yu-yen yen-chiu-so chi

k'an M5e.ffiBWfJEpfr~flj (Collectanea of the Institute for Historical and Linguistic Re

search), No. 28. 
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1. The 'true lord' is Tree-Son-Bow-Mouth (*T9 i=t, the components of 
the two characters that make up the name of Li Hung *i:l£). 

2. The 'true lmd' made his appearance in time past, and may possibly 
do so again in time to come. 

3. The 'true lord', making his appearance in times of great disturbance, 
governs and regulates All-under-Heaven through the rule of no-ado 
based on the Way and the Dharma, thus realizing an age of peace 
and tranquillity. 

4. To the realm of a 'true lord' come gentlemen of the Way, holy and 
worthy men, to assist him. 

Now, during the period of North-South division, against a background 
of the notion of a 'true lord' such as just described, there were frequent 
popular uprisings proclaiming Li Hung to be the 'true lord'. K'ou Ch'ien
chih for his part, proclaiming the 'true lord' to be the reigning emperor of 
the Northern Wei, on the basis of alleged instructions from the 'Great 
Supreme Aged Lord', rejected these popular rebellions with their own 'true 
lord', Li Hung, as the work of rebellious elements of generally dubious 
character, attacking most savagely the popular shamanistic abracadabra of the 
sort that had produced them. In the words of Mr. Minoru SuNAYAMA E'}rl! 
~' 'K'ou Ch'ien-chih attempted to elevate to an official level the notions of 
the "true lord", then widely current among the mass of the population, and 
thus to divert into an energy for the support of the state of the Northern 
Wei what popular energy, in rebellion against the system, could otherwise 
not be kept from crystallizing under the leadership of "rebels of dubious 
character".'< 64> 

Seen in this light, the 'true lord of peace and tranquillity' preached by 
K'ou Ch'ien-chih begins to look, on the one hand, like an Emperor endowed 
with absolute power by virtue of his submission to the Mandate, while at the 
same time being the future Saviour concealed in every possible place among 
the mass of the people and earnestly expected by them all. The strength of this 
idea lay, presumably, not merely in its traditional Confucian theoretical base 
but also in what it drew from concrete and very present popular beliefs. This 
Taoistic 'lord recipient of the Mandate' saw his completion in the ritual 
wherein the Emperor, mounting a 'platform of the Way' m:tl and mingling 
with the God of Heaven, received the magic tallies at the latter's hands, a 
ritual that maintained itself at least into the reign of Emperor Hsien-wen 
it>tw. 
D. The Buddhism of Liang-chou 

In the face of the above described Taoistic view of the Emperor, Fa-kuo's 
Emperor=Buddha pronouncement by itself was unable to halt the oncoming 

(63) N. OBUCHI, Dokyo-shi no Kenkyu, p. 435 ff. 
(64) M. SUNAYAMA's article, cited in n. 62. 
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persecution of Buddhism, as the historical developments show. After the 

revocation of the edict of proscription, a Buddha image was figured to resem

ble the Emperor, and five standing Gautama figures, in gold and bronze, were 

fashioned in honour of five emperors, beginning with T'ai-tsu. The fatter 

move was a step forward in three senses, namely, that it gave the Emperor= 

Buddha notion the concrete form of an icon, a Gautama figure at that, and 

that, not limiting itself to the reigning Emperor alone, it was designed to 

include in its scope several generations of rulers. Gautama, however, was a 

sacred figure who had been born and who had attained to Buddhahood in 

India and who had already 'entered into extinction', i.e., who was already in 

nirvar;a. As the understanding of Buddhism progressed, it was presumably to 

be expected that this likening of a reigning emperor to Gautama would be 

accompanied by a certain feeling of unreality. It was thus virtually inevitable 

that the Buddhist religion of the time should move in a different direction, 

that of taking deceased Emperors for Gautama and the reigning sovereign for 

Maitreya, the Buddha of the future, by adopting the messianic Maitreya cult 

already quite widespread among the general population. Intimations of this 

seem to be provided by the Buddhism of Liang-chou. 

The close connection between the glorification of the reigning emperor 

and the cult of Maitreya did not begin with T'an-yao's five caves. The stele 

telling of Chii-ch'ii An-chou's merits as a sponsor of icons (Chu-ch'u An-chou 

tsao-hsiang kung-te pei ffl.~1t(mJm1~:C;fJ::filiW-), dated Ch'eng-p'ing *zis. 7, under 

the Northern Liang (449), <65 ) tells us that An-chou, who made his base in 

Kao-ch'ang r,seb~ after Liang-chou had been subdued by Emperor T'ai-wu, 

created a huge Maitreya image. Since the inscription says that the actual work 

was done by the supervisor of statuary (chien-tsao fa-shih ~m1!frp) Fa-k'ai 

1!ffi and the censor (tien-tso yu-shih ~1'Pf;El15e.) So Ning **• that it was begun 

in Ch'eng-p'ing 3 (445) and completed four years later, the presumption is 

that it was a State-sponsored project. The image itself does not survive, so 

that nothing is known of the imagery. However, in view of the fact that there 

is a crosslegged Bodhisattva in Cave 275, the oldest at Tun-huang,<66 ) and for 

the reasons to be given below, there is a strong possibility that An-chou's 

Maitreya figure was a crosslegged Bodhisattva as well. 

Chii .. ch'ii Meng-hsiin m.~~~ of the Northern Liang had a cousin, 

Ching-sheng *l!i, who at Kao-ch'ang obtained two meditational scriptures 

(kuan ching f~um, one on Avalokitesvara, the other on Maitreya. When the 

Northern Wei invaded Liang-chou, he dodged them, fleeing southward in 

(65) Cf. OMURA, op. cit., p. 177; Hsin-chiang fang-ku-lu fJr■Vi"tiil5fe (Record of Quest for Anti

quity in Hsin-chiang); Hsi-ch'ui shih-k'o-lu iffll~!f:Ei~U\l5fc (Record of Stone Carvings on 

the Western Border); and 0. Franke, Eine Chinesische Tempelinschrift aus ldikutsahri 

bei Turfan, Berlin 1907. 

(66) MIZUNO, 'Notes on the Tun-huang Caves', p. 386 f., dates Cave 275 somewhere between 

450 and 470. 
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Hsiao-chien 5¥:~ I (454), into the territory of the Sung, where he translated 

the two aforementioned scriptures into Chinese. The scripture concerning 

Maitreya still survives, in its Chinese form, under the title Kuan Mi-lo shang 

sheng T'ou-shu t'ien ching f~~tl;J::.~.9'8?¥::R*~ ('the Scripture in which one 
contemplates the ascent of Maitreya to be reborn among the Tu~ita gods', 

usually abbreviated to Mi-lo shang sheng ching ~tl;J::.~t~, 'the Scripture of 
Maitreya's ascent and rebirth'). One knows from this that there was, about 
the middle of the fifth century, a Maitreya cult in the Kao-ch'ang region,( 67 ) 

and it is also said that the jewelled crowns and other accoutrements on the 

crosslegged Bodhisattva figures at Yiin-kang and Lung-men match what it said 
in the abovementioned scripture. (68) Besides, there is a religious object even 

older than Chii-ch'ii An-chou's Maitreya image, namely, a ching t'a (reposi

tory for remains of damaged scriptures) bearing a date that can be traced to 
the Northern Liang. (69) The inscription reads as follows: 

In Liang i5t, under the late great Chii-ch'ii, in the third year of 
Yuan-ho ~:%;: (434), the year being chia-hsil Ej=I rt (eleventh in the sexa
genary cycle), in the seventh month, in the first third of the month, the 

gentleman of pure (?) faith, Po Shuang-? s~l3. aware of the insignifi
cance of his own merit; (aware that) he had been born, as it chanced, 
(into the age of the) eclipse of the Dharma, that the waves flowed __ 
__ , that the __ holy records __ , did of his own accord __ in 

regret, truly __ in long sighs. Then, on mount and crag, walking with 
this stone on his back, he erected a holy stiipa and of ____ one statue 

(?), grave and imposing in figure and mien. He prays (?) that, as a (?) 
reward for this merit (orious act), he may thus enable the Lord of the 
realm and his august younger brother, with wholesome thought purely 
__ , to __ __ __ the Three Jewels and the master (?) monks of 

the present time, thus bearing direct witness to the Fruit of bodhi; that 

his fathers and mothers for the past seven generations, as well as his 
brothers, both elder and younger (?), his ancestors (?) and his other kin 
(?), in rejecting their bodies and gaining others, may have an encounter 
with maitreya. The gateway of thought ____ , __ the vow fulfilled. 

mMC}d.[*~*=:ip~{?(Ej=I rt-tJLI:'EU. [m] ffi'±S~El, EHffHUi, ~1ii*r*, 
tBlmt [ J [ ], [ J ~tt< [ ], IE§ [ J ·!~, 1§'~7](~, 13PrU-l~, :ffe~Wr:E', 
~-~ [ ] [ J~[lfi]. %~ftlm/tt. [fi] [tJ] Jl:~i!fmtg, 1t~:±5c~, tM,,~ [ ], 
[ ] [ ] [ ] =:ll, 3:JiiEffi!Hi, ~=i~HJtJ:, -tift,c-BJ:, £ [~] ~fJl, #§:Jl'.3t~, 
100:~~iWJ. ,c,F~ [ J [ J [ J ~*fi-

(The word following hsin 1§', 'truly', looks like chung ~. 'multitude', but 

(67) Cf. Shok6 WATANABE ~lfHI~*' Ai to Heiwa no Shocho Miroku-kyo ~~-Sf-fp(J)~ffi • ~ 
iti!J~ (Maitreya-sutra, Symbol of Peace and Love). 

(68) Cf. 'Ytin-kang Iconography' in Yun-kang, Vols. 8 and 9. 

(69) Cf. n. 16. 
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it is uncertain, and that reading makes. little sense.) The stone surviving from 
the said ching-t'a is one excavated from five such structures, found in a cave in 
Mount Mafijusri Jt7!rli at Chiu-ch'iian 7@L~; the report says, 'What remains 
is 52· cm in height, the diameter at the base being 21 cm. There survive three 
storeys, the top having a niche with 8 images, the middle one likewise, while 
within there are crosslegged images of Maitreya Bodhisattva and other figures, 
all in middle relief and of exquisite construction. The bottom storey bears 
carvings of scriptural texts and of vows, all in stylized script (li-shu ~-).' 
It is noted that among the niche figures are crosslegged Bodhisattva images, 
but the number of crosslegged images and the imagery of the other niche 
figures are not evident from the report. Still, the content of the vow is 
extremely noteworthy. (70 > The 'Lord of the realm' mentioned in the inscrip
tion is presumed to be Chii-ch'ii Mu-ch'ien i§.~~~I, his 'august younger 
brother Wu-hui ~m, (71 > while the sponsor of the image, Po Shuang-?, had 
neither rank nor title, nor, to judge by his clan name, was he of royal lineage. 
The fact that a man who was just one more lay believer should build a 
ching-t'a in honour of the sovereign and his younger brother, as well as other 
persons, praying that in the next world they may encounter Maitreya, is, a 
good indication of the character of Liang-chou Buddhism as a statified 
religion. (72) Whether or not the identification of the reigning sovereign with 
Maitreya was a view that had already taken form in the Buddhism of Liang
chou is a question that cannot be answered on the basis of this evidence 
alone, but there seems to be enough evidence to warrant the conclusion that, 
at least in the area spanning Kao-ch'ang and Liang-chou, there were created 
crosslegged Maitreya images strongly impressed with the character of em
peror-worship based on the Scripture of Maitreya's Ascent and Rebirth ~ltfJ 
J::~~- With the conquest of the Northern Liang by the Northern Wei, and 

(70) The expression, 'sheng-chih mo-fa' ~1i!l[5t:~ (born, as it chanced, into the age of the 
eclipse of the Dharma), is particularly noteworthy, indicating as it does the accepted 
view that the time was acknowledged to be one of the ultimate decline of Buddhism, 
heralding the end of the cosmic era. 

(71) According to the Annals of Shih-tsu and Biography 87 of the Wei-shu, Chii-ch'ii Meng
hsiin m,~~;rjfil died, in terms of the Northern Wei, in the fourth month of Yen-ho ~:fp 
2 (433), to be replaced by his son, Mu-ch'ien /fl(!jt. In view of another text that mentions 
'Mu-ch'ien's younger brother Wu-hui m€~, Grand Protector of Chiu-ch'iian lffi~', Wu
hui is now recognized as having been, at that time, the person responsible for the 
governance of the whole Chiu-ch'iian area, including Mount Mafijusri. 

(72) Another ching-t'a apparently excavated at the same time as that of Po Shuang-? StffEI. 
is that of T'ien Hung 835£, whose inscription reads as follows: 

In the second year of Ch'eng-hsiian 5ffe.".¼ (428), the year being wu-ch'en rx,Ji!z,, in the 
second month, on the twenty-eighth day, the day being ping-yin ~jl, T'ien Hung, in 
order to requite the magnanimity of his father and mother, and of his liege lord, set 

up this stupa. 5ffe.".¼~~~ft[X,~=~=+l\.B~1l 0 B35lffe,'/,:,c-B.;J:;g.:E¥~,'il;,, :s'z:llt±g=o 
(Quoted from the Wen-wu )(~, 1956-7.) 

The chiln-wang ;g.3: (liege lord) of the inscription is presumed to be Chii-ch'ii Meng
hsiin. 
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the population move that came with it, the Buddhism of Liang-chou was 
transferred, root and branch, to P'ing-ch'eng, as already stated, and all we 
shall do now is to cite two iconographic inscriptions bearing dates in T'ai
p'ing-chen-chiin (440-51). 

1. Under the Great Wei, in the third year of T'ai-p'ing-chen-chiin (442), 
the year being jen-wu :f:!f. (nineteenth of the sexagenary cycle); in 
the first month, the first day of which being wu-yin rl<;ji{ (fifteenth in 
the sexagenary cycle); on the eighteenth day, the day being yi-wei 
Z* (thirty-second in the sexagenary cycle), Pao Tsuan of Ch'ang
shan in Ting-chou, in permanent attendance on the Prince of Yung-
ch'ang J.k~.:E'l¾'f~.5E1'l'l'l¾'iliff.@.•, was alone on duty. Reducing the ac
cumulated (evil heritage of the deeds of) body and omuth (chien shen 
k'ou chih ch'u -~r:izft), for the sake of his father, the former 
governor (ling 45') of Hsing-hsing fflffl, and his, mother, of the Wang 
3:: clan, he created this stone Buddha (i.e., stupa) and one copy of 
the Great NirvaI_1.a Scripture. He prays that His Imperial Majesty 
may enjoy the good fortune (of a reign) without limit, that his own 
father may extend his years and increase his length of life, that his 
father and mother may in future be reborn in Maitreya's presence, 
that their entire household and its dependents may all enjoy the 
eleven residual happinesses, that their children and grandchildren 
may all reap the joys of merit. (73 ) .::k~:t'.Zfi~B"::::¥~{){:f:!:f. IEJ:f rl<;ji{ffi"_A 

+~ABZ*· J.k~.:E'l¾'~ .5Effi'l¾'ili, ff.@..,-~~-- -~r:iz.ft,.~ 
frjfflffl~~~.:E, m~E~~*~-~-$. ■mW~T, ~~~-, ~~~ 
:¥~~, 3<:~Mr-*~3f.lfi1f~frj, 1?i-F~ffffi, tt~+-~lfri, -r ~ ~ ~ , J8!Z'.:5tlfri 
~-

As to this inscription from the reliquary built by Pao Tsuan, all that 
remains now is the lotus throne, while the stupa and the canonical inscription 
are lost. The present writer wonders whether this is not something in the 
nature of the abovementioned ching-t'a from the cave in Mount Ma:fijusri or, 
at the very least, something strongly influenced by it. There are four reasons 
for this supposition. 

a. There are no other examples from the Northern Wei of stupas with 
canonical inscriptions engraved on them. 

b. The 'Great NirvaI_1.a Scripture' of the inscription is presumed to be 
the Ta-po-nieh-p'an-ching .::k~~-ff~, translated by Dharmak~ema un
der the Northern Liang. 

c. The third year of Chen-chiin (442) was also the third year after the 
subjugation of Liang-chou, a time at which, in the 'place of duty' 

(73) MATSUBARA, op. cit., p. 221 and Fig. 8. 
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(t'ai §, i.e. the imperial capital at P'ing-ch'eng), the Buddhism of 
Liang-chou was flourishing. 

d. The wish that 'his father and mother may in future be reborn in 
Maitreya's presence' £-83:~*1=3ffi'1f~iW corresponds to a belief in 
'rebirth above' J::1=.1ifrP, in which, after death, the person in question 
would ascend to the world of the Tu~ita gods, there to encounter 
Maitreya. 

If these consideration are free of error, one may conclude that it was 
customary, before the proscription, under the influence of the Buddhism of 
Liang-chou to build ching-t'a in honour of the Emperor and of one's own 
parents. It is thus quite conceivable that in Pao Tsuan's ching-t'a there was 
a sculptured image of a crosslegged Mai treya. 

2. In the fourth year of T'ai-p'ing-chen-chiln (443), Wan Shen Iffi$, 
a man from the village of Jen hill f:f:Ji: in Li-wu ~~. Kao-ya_ng 
ra11Mb, vowed, for the imperial Crown Prince in the Eastern Palace, to 
construct a Bodhisattva in [ J jade. On a lower plane, he prayed 
for his parents and for all his acquaintances that, when Maitreya 
should come down, they might thrice encounter Him on the dragon 
flower, listen and receive His words of Dharma and all at once attain 

to the Path ... J 74) :k+-~12Y1¥. ~~J~~f:f:E:tt A., ffi$. Rlii, m* 
1r ~*-=f, @ [ J ::li~B. -rm£:BJ:~tJJ¾l~- 5ffi1WJ-r 1:., ft¥~-&-. e'.:st1t 
§, ~~1~m. 

The above inscription is taken from a standing Buddha image in gold 
and copper. It is saying that the Wan clan, inhabiting a village in the dis
trict (hsien !1f.) of Li-wu, within Kao-yang commandery (presently in the 
vicinity of Po-yeh district tf!!f~ in Ho-pei Province), constructed the image 
in honour of the 'imperial Crown Prince Huang ~ of the Eastern Palace', 
i.e., the heir apparent to the imperial throne. The fourth year of Chen-chiln 
(443) was a bare three years before the religious proscription. In the midst of 
a gradually growing oppression directed against the Buddhist faith, there is 
no longer any talk of doing things 'in honour of the Emperor' m~W, but 
rather in honour of the Crown Prince, known for his adoration of Bud
dhism,(75) as well as the expressed wish that Maitreya may come down to be 
reborn here on earth, and that one may benefit by witnessing the preaching 
that He shall carry out under the dragon-flower tree. This prayer for the 
descent of Maitreya may be presumed to include the saviour cult that placed 
its hopes in a passionately Buddhist Crown Prince as an incarnation of 

(74) MATSUBARA, op. cit., Fig. 10, 11 a and b. 
(75) Dedication of an image to the honour of the Crown Prince alone is unknown, except 

for this one case, under any of the Northern Dynasties. Cf. the aforementioned work 
of the present writer. 
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Maitreya. The imagery of this gold-copper image was that of a standing 
Buddha, not that of a crosslegged Bodhisattva. The present writer, in view 
of the place of residence of its sponsor and of the imagery of the figure itself, 
would like to believe that it is a product of the traditions of Ho-pei Bud
dhism. <76> 

From the above considerations, it has become clear that the idea that 
'the reigning Sovereign is Maitreya' :E].~'rif~P5ffl~ was seen in germ, before 
Yiin-kang, under the Northern Liang, also that it existed in the Ho-pei region 
as a Maitreya cult that looked to the Crown Prince as a sort of Maitreya. 
Maitreya hopes of this sort can only have broadened in scope during the 
proscription, for they surely cannot have weakened. Taking such a view, one 
may say that the Buddhistic view of the Emperor, the thing that launched and 
advanced the excavation and accoutrement of the Yiin-kang caves, came into 
existence by absorbing a Maitreya cult that, based on Fa-kuo's. identification 
of Emperor and Buddha, influenced also by the relationship between emperor
worship and Maitreya cult that had characterized the Buddhism of Liang
chou, was broadened in the course of the proscription. K'ou Ch'ieri-chih's 
Taoistic notion of the 'true lord' ~;g has a place as a resistant ideology, 
pushing the notion of the 'true lord' from the outside, as it were. 

III. Transition in the Buddhist view of the Emperor. 

A. The Monastery of Seven Emperors 
What course is taken, after the time of T'an-yao's Five Caves, by the 

Buddhistically tinged view of the emperor, the one which against the back
ground of the notion of the Seven Buddhas of the Past, attempts to make the 
two lines, Gautarna-Maitreya and Deceased Emperors- Reigning Emperor, 
coincide? There is not room enough here to tell the whole story, but we will 
content ourselves with demonstrating that it was definitely maintained into 
the reign of Emperor Hsiao-wen 1/:)'(,W. In the gazetteer of Ting hsien 5€ 
W%~ under 'Metal and Stone' (inscriptions) it:E, there is an inscription, bear
ing the title 'Inscribed on a Seven-Jewel Pot' (ch'i-pao P·'ing ming --tl:M::Li~), 
that reads as follows: <77) 

In the sixteenth year of T'ai-ho :::t5¥o (492), Seng-yiin fit!:, a mart of 
the (Buddhist) Way, in honour of seven Emperors initiated two figures of 
the Bodhisattva Maitreya, each three rods, eight (feet in height). [ ] [ ] 
height, the construction austere (?). By the second year of Ching-ming 
~SJI (501) they were complete. In the second year of Cheng-shih IEtt 
(505), the year being yi-yu Zi"ffi (twenty-second in the sexagenary cycle); 

(76) See the passage on Maitreya in Section I-B of the present article. 
(77) In the Institute of Humanistic Studies, Kyoto University, there is a rubbing of this 

inscription, bearing the title 5f:i!,5f:fl:~Jit~BiWJ=:.~]fi~ (Inscription on the two yellow
painted Maitreya Bodhisattvas sponsored by Yuan Hsieh and Yuan Luan). 
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m the second month, the first day of which being jen-yin -:E• (thirty
ninth in the sexagenary cycle); on the fourth day, it was inscribed, the 
intention (?) being the conversion of three prefectures. The great image 
used up three hundred and sixty-six thousand, four hundred catties of 
copper and two thousand, [ ] hundred catties of gold, while the two 
Bodhisattvas used forty-six thousand catties of copper and one thousand, 
one hundred catties of gold. *fo--rh4, mAfi., j,i,-t'rif, .=:3tA5ffiiW) 
~=~~- [ J[ J3tm*· ~~~=4, •~~~- ttM=4~~zffi=~-:E• 
yr_,§12]8, ~~=:1'M~1~- *1~J§$iik:fith~hTlmsfr, jf~=-=t [ J sfr. ==g¥ 
~Jg $illm.hT fr, ~iik~-=ts fr. 

His Majesty, the reigning Emperor of the Great Wei, is one whose 
loyal admiration (for his predecessors) [ ] follows, whose filial sincerity 
is (marked by) penetrating wisdom. Propagating his will throughout three 
prefectures, we hereby proclaim that the work is done. Summarily declar
ing the beginning and end of the matter, we do but record it for later 
generations. Seven-jewel pot. *~4-J:£w~T, }~JJ [ ] ifft, :;:~~fiZ. 
m~=:ffi, •w~~ •*M~ ~z•~~- -1::w~. 

The former censor of Ting-chou, prince of P'eng-ch'eng, Yuan Hsieh 
mJ5i: 1-M fU 5f:'.~:lmJ:5i::ii. 

Censor of Ting-chou and Prince of Ch'eng-yang, Yuan Luan 5i:Hl1U 
5f:'. mui .:Ex w. 
The above inscription tells us, in other words, that in T'ai-ho 16 (492), 

during the reign of Emperor Hsiao-wen, a monk named Seng-yun initiated at 
Ting-chou, in honour of seven emperors, a great Maitreya figure in gold and 
copper, three rods, eight feet (i.e., 38 ft.) in height. The imagery of this 
figure is unknown, but the allegation that it required some 360,000 catties of 
copper puts it on a scale exceeding even that of the sixteen-foot Gautama 
figure in the great five-storeyed monastery. Taking a period of ten years, if 
both year of initiation and year of completion are included, it is in Ching
ming ~EJI 2 (501) that the casting itself was finished, while the finishing 
touches were put to it only in Cheng-shih tttt 2 (505). The monastery in which 
it was housed appears to have been well known, at the time, as the 'Monastery 
of the Seven Emperors' (Ch'i-ti-ssu -tw~). <78) The inscription, as such, is 
a tissue of problems, but what is important for the purposes of the present 

(78) See the Biography of Chih-chan ~~,_ in the Hsil Kao-seng-chuan, chilan 28. As to 
the origin of the Monastery of the Seven Emperors, the Ting-hsien-chih ;E~~ (the 
Ting district gazetteer) has recorded the iconographic inscriptions from two monasteries, 
'Feng-lo ch'i-ti erh-ssu tsao-hsiang-chi' :l:~t'rf.f =~~f{~B (Iconographic Inscription of 
Prosperous Joy and that of the Seven Emperors); Ch'i-ti-ssu pei -1::;-'rf.i~~ (The Stele from 
the Monastery of the Seven Emperors); and Cheng-chieh-ssu ts'an-pei iEff~~~ (What 
remains of the Stele from the Monastery of Right Understanding). One learns from them 
that this great Maitreya figure was destroyed during the proscription of the Northern 
Chou. 
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study is the passage that reads, '(Seng-yiin, ... ,) in honour of Seven Emperors 
initiated two figures of the Bodhisattva Maitreya, (each) three rods, eight (feet 
in height).' By 'Seven Emperors' are meant the five already mentioned, °!)egin
ning with T'ai-tsu, in addition to Hsien-wen and Hsiao-wen. The construc
tion of this monastery in honour of seven emperors seems to be closely related 
to two other events, namely, that of the new grand mausoleum (t'ai-miao ::t:Jf!) 
of the Northern Wei and of the refurbishment of the seven imperial mau
soleums (t'ien-tzu ch'i-miao xr-t.lf!). According to the Book of the Wei, 
both the Annals of Kao-tsu in roll 7 and the Record of Rites (li-chih ITTl~) in 
roll 108, Emperor Hsiao-wen, in the fourth month of T'ai-ho 15 (491), built 
a bright hall (ming t'ang EJ!'.£) and rebuilt the grand mausoleum (t'ai-miao). 
At this time, there was some dispute as to the enshrinement in the grand 
mausoleum of spirits each of which already had its own private mausoleum. 
The upshot of it all was a decision to change the shrine title of Emperor 
Tao-wu, in recognition of his achievement as actual founder of the dynasty, 
from Lieh-tsu i!-liil§. to T'ai-tsu ::t:iL changing his plaque to that of T'ai-tsu
miao, 'Mausoleum of the Grand Patriarch', and sacrificing to it as such; 
further, to re-style Shih-tsu as well as Hsien-tsu, the father of Emperor Hsiao
wen, both of whom had done so much for the unification of the North, as 
T'iao ,&£, (79 l then enshrining their successors, alternately, as Chao BN and Mu 
~- Given this, the line beginning with T'ai-tsu, the Emperor Tao-wu, and 
ending with Hsien-tsu Hsien-wen, would count only six, leaving the seventh 
mausoleum without an occupant, thus violating the principal of 'seven im
perial mausoleums' (t'ien-tzu ch'i-miao). On this, the Emperor Hsiao-wen 
commented as follows: 'That We Ourselves should be the recipient of such 
honours is a thing to which Our subordinates and even Our children object. 
However, that everyone born must have an end is a human truth to which 
there are no exceptions,' thus indicating that he himself was to occupy the 
one vacant mausoleum. In this way, to the new grand mausoleum, completed 
in the eleventh month of T'ai-ho 15 (491), were transferred the plaques of the 
seven mausoleum. While the construction, at Ting-chou in T'ai-ho 16 (492), 
of a monastery of seven emperors may be regarded as an attempt to apply to 
:Buddhism the Confucian institution of the mausoleum in honour of seven 
·emperors, the fact that the principal object of worship constructed by Seng
-yiin in honour of seven emperors was a Maitreya figure shows that the Bud
dhistically tinged view of the Emperors of the Northern Wei in terms of the 
lineage leading from the Buddhas of the past to the Buddhas of the future, 

(79) In the Treatise on Rites ff!!~ in the Wei-shu, one reads as follows: 'We now venerate 
Tao-wu as Grand Patriarch, making him and Hsien-tsu into the two t'iao.' )tk4'~.@:llii 
fEtffi::kjflEI., Wiim{JflEl.ffi=ffFJ~ 0 The meaning of this, however, is hard to construe. Clearer is 
the version of the Tzu-chih-t'ung-chien ~r-&Wiff, chuan 137, which says, 'We now 
reverently elevate Lieh-tsu as T'ai-tsu, designating Shih-tsu and Hsien-tsu as the two 
t'iao.' Jtk4'~:@:i&Jf!El.ffi:!:Jf!EI., fl:filjflEl.m{jflEl.ffi=ffFJfio 
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of the reigning Emperor as the Maitreya of the future, was very much alive. 

B. Lung-men and After. 
Even after the transfer of the capital to Lo-yang, the construction of caves 

and monasteries in honour of emperors continued. The Notice on Buddhism 

and Taoism describes as follows the circumstances of the excavation and 

accoutrement of the Lung-men caves: 
Early in Ching-ming ~EA (ea. 500), Shih-tsung -tit* commanded the 

Grand Chief Autumnal Prince, Po Cheng S :m:, to make, on the model of 

the stone caves of the Monastery of the Ghostly Crag (Ling-yen-ssu 11 
•~) in the Tai capital (P'ing-ch'eng, modern Ta-t'ung *[qi), stone caves 

on Mount Yi-ch'iieh ffrM, south of the Lo ~' for Kao-tsu i%:Jif1§. and the 

Empress Dowager Wen-chao )'(8R§!:i:JE. ~EA1JJ, iit*~*~f)(g~ps~, ~1~ 
~--~ER, ~mmWMili, -~ti)'(OO~:i:JE, ffER=m. 
The most important part of this notice is the expression, 'on the model 

of the stone caves of the Monastery of the Ghostly Crag in the Tai capital'. 

This suggests that even at Yiin-kang the caves must have been excavated and 

accoutred in honour of the emperor, that a pair of caves must have been 

created for the imperial couple. At Yiin-kang there are some classic pairs, 

Caves 5 and 6, 7 and 8, 9 and 10. It is conceivable that these pairs of caves 

were created in honour of emperors and empresses, or of the fathers and 

mothers of the imperial kinsmen and other princes and nobles who sponsored 

the images. As it happens, at Lung-men the plan for a pair of caves was 

abandoned midway because of the excessive cost, to be taken up again in 

Yung-p'ing :i](zp. (508-512), when, on a different crag, a cave in honour of the 

reigning sovereign, Emperor Hsiian-wu 1[~,W, was added, thus totalling 

three. These are the so-called three caves of Pin-yang (among the Lung-men 

caves ilF~Eff:r(~J=::flm). <80 l 

However, it appears that, of the three, the only one to be finished under 

the Northern Wei was the central Pin-yang :r(~J cave, presumed to be in 

honour of Emperor Hsiao-wen, <81 ) while the caves on both sides, north and 

south, were apparently discontinued under the Northern Wei, to be taken up 

again under the Sui and to be completed in early T'ang. Thus, in contrast 

to the principal object of worship in the central cave at Pin-yang, a Gai.Itama 

figure, nothing is known about the· original imagery of the main objects of 

worship in the other two caves, those to the north and south. One simply does 

not know which cave was in honour of Emperor Hsiian-wu, the then reigning 

emperor, nor who was its main object of worship, Gautama or Maitreya. 

Now, how did things stand during the following reign, that of Emperor 

(8~) Cf. Lung-men, p. 11 ff. 
(81) Ch'en Ming-ta ~*glj~, •-~£~~sl;_J~~$,fi;,&~ll:lf (The Date of Excavation and the 

Peculiar Features of the Cave Temple of Kung-hsien), in the Kung-hsien shih-k'u-ssu 

i\;~£ri~ (The Cave Temple of Kung-hsien), published by the Cultural Operations 

Team of the Ho-nan Provincial Office of Culture YR:fi¥.i~Jt1tJmJ'.(~.J:1'J:~ 0 
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Hsiao-ming 1J'.:SJ.l,W, and after? Mr. Ch'en Ming-ta, who holds that the cave 
temple of Kung-hsien •JW?. was created for the exclusive use of the imperial 
family, ventures the following conclusions, on the basis of a close examina
tion of structure and of historical conditions: <82 > 

Caves 1 and 2. A pair of caves, dedicated to Emperor Hsi.ian-wu and to the 
Dowager Empress Ling 11.::tf§". Originally excavated in Hsi
p'ing m~Zfi 2· (517). Cave 1, finished in Cheng-kuang I£jt 4 
(523). Cave 2, unfinished. 

Caves 3 and 4. A pair of caves, dedicated to Emperor Hsiao-ming and his 
lady. Originally excavated in Hsi-p'ing 2 (517). Finished to
wards the end of Hsiao-ch'ang 1j'.:~ (ea. 527). 

Cave 5. Possibly dedicated to Emperor Hsiao~chuang 1J'.:51fw. Un
finished. 

Mr. Ch'en ventures the conclusion, namely, that caves nos. 3 and 4 at 
Kung-hsien are in honour of the then sovereign, Emperor Hsiao-ming, and 
his lady. However, there is no crosslegged Bodhisattva image in either cave. 
This fact, which applies equally to all of the cave temples at Kung hsien, 
makes it impossible to detect any connection between the then emperor and 
the Maitreya cult. 

From the above, it is evident that under the Northern Wei, from T'an
yao's five Yiin-kang caves until the end of the dynasty, there was an uninter
rupted succession of caves dedicated to emperors, the identification of the 
reigning emperor to Maitreya being verifiable into the reign of Hsiao-wen, 
but that the situation is nuclear where the reign of Hsi.ian--wu is concerned, 
while, by the time of Emperor Hsiao-ming, there is no longer any evidence of 
the practice. It thus becomes evident that the positioning of the Emperor 
within the framework of Buddhist doctrine had undergone a change; the shift 
in the Buddhistically tinged view of the Emperor, however, we prefer to 
reserve for a future study. 

Let us say a word, finally, about the cave excavated in honour of Hsien
tsu, the Emperor Hsien-wen §tm.§.fJDtw. It is only natural, in our view, that 
a cave dedicated to this emperor, the son of Wen-ch'eng .Jtf-i.x:w and father of 
Hsiao-wen 1J'.:.Jtw, should be at Yi.in-kang. It is also entirely possible that the 
caves excavated during the lifetime of Emperor Hsiao-wen, as well as that in 
honour of the Dowager Empress Wen-ming )tSJ.l.:;t,f§" (the Lady Feng <.I) and 
those of other princes, were done there. These days, when there is no written 
evidence whatsoever, it is an extremely difficult undertaking to decide with 
which of the numberless Yiin-kang caves they are to be identified. It must 
await further study, but the present writer takes upon himself the following 
conjectures, if some provisional theorizing is permissible. 

In view of a tendency evident in all the caves dedicated to emperors, from 

(82) See n. 8 I. 
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T'an-yao's five to the Pin-yang caves at Lung-men, one concludes that in every 
case the principal object of worship was. a great image. Thus, Emperor Hsien
wen's cave, if it was excavated during his. own lifetime, was presumably on 
the model of T'an-yao's five, that is, a place of worship of a holy image, the 
image and main object of worship being, in this, case, a great Maitreya figure. 
A cave that fulfils all these conditions is no. 13. If, on the other hand, the 
cave originated only after Emperor Hsien-wen's death, it then stands to reason 
that it was sponsored by Emperor Hsiao-wen. In that case, to judge from 
the above-quoted edict (' ... to make, on the model of the stone caves of the 
Monastery of the Ghostly Crag in the Tai capital, two stone caves on Mount 
Yi-ch'iieh, south of the Lo, for Kao-tsu and the Empress Dowager Vven-chao'), 
one conjectures that there was probably a pair of caves dedicated to Emperor 
Hsiao-wen's parents (Emperor Hsiao-wen and Empress Ssu }~:k~f§"). Among 
all the Yiin-kang caves, the ones that fulfil these conditions and that are also 
the most suitable are the pair consisting of Caves 5 (where the principal 
object of worship is a seated Buddha figure) and 6 (the 'square-pillared cave' 
1JttilJ:rJ). The present writer surmises that the caves in question must have 
been nos. 13, which dates to Emperor Hsien-wen's own lifetime, and 5, dedi
cated to the posthumous welfare of Emperor Hsiao-wen. css) 

Now there is yet another Yiin-kang cave whose principal objects of wor
ship are great Maitreya images. It is Cave 10, which, with Cave 9, constitutes 
a pair. In Cave 9, the central objects of worship are three reclining Buddhas, 
while in Cave 10 they are three crosslegged Bodhisattva figures. The present 
writer is of the opinion that a sponsor peculiarly appropriate to the great 
crosslegged Maitreya images in Cave 10 was the then reigning emperor. If 
that is true, then, proceeding from the presumed date< 84) of early T'ai-ho 
(ea. 475-80), or thereabout, one concludes that the sponsor was probably 
Emperor Hsiao-wen. One further presumes that a likely sponsor for Cave 9, 
which was paired with Cave 10, was the Dowager Empress Wen-ming, the 
Lady Feng. On the stone surface in the front courtyard of this pair of caves 
are carved the design of a great lotus blossom and one of a tortoise shell, both 
of the same pattern as in the Pin-yang caves at Lung-men, <85 ) another seeming 
proof that the two caves were dedicated to emperors. <86) 

(83) That Cave 5 was dedicated to Emperor Hsien-wen JtRJt"rff is a fact already pointed out 
by MIZUNO and NAGAHIRo; cf. Yun-kang, Vol. 2, p. 30 and Vol. 3, p. 46. 

(84) Cf. Yun-kang, Vol. 7, p. 37. 
(85) Cf. NAGAHIRO, Unko Sekkutsu, p. 72. 
(86) The date of each cave, the person who dedicated it and to whom it was dedicated must 

be deduced on the basis of a many-sided scrutiny, which will include the structure of 
the caves, the imagery of the icons, the decorative design, etc. The sixteen volumes of 
Yun-kang are a great and precious monument to research and investigation, but unsolved 
problems remain, and the date of each cave is more uncertain than ever. One awaits 
further research. 
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Conclusion 

The present paper has investigated the nature of the Yiin-kang icons and 
the character of the statified religion permeated by the spirit of Yiin-kang 
Buddhism. The author has also concluded, from certain facts, that the Yiin
kang caves are a concrete expression of a Buddhistically tinged view of the 
Emperor, a view that sought to make the series leading from the emperors. 
of the past to the one of the present coincide with the one leading from 
Gautama to Maitreya. The facts just mentioned are the following: 

I. The Yiin-kang icons were systematized along a Gautama-Maitreya 
line by the exercise of a certain selection and rejection of already 
known iconic types. 

2. The very first Buddha images created at Ytin-kang, those of T'an
yao's five caves, dedicated to five emperors beginning with T'ai-tsu, 
were also designed each to resemble one sovereign. 

3. In the historical process leading from the proscription to the restora
tion, the Buddhist community had no choice but to accept total con
trol on the part of the State power. 

4. At the same time, the community was confronted with the necessity 
of fitting the Emperor, smoothly and without conflict, into the skein 
of Buddhist doctrine. 

It is our belief that this Buddhistically tinged view of the Emperor, based 
on Fa-kuo's idea that Emperor=Buddha, and provided with some suggestion 
from the Buddhism of Liang-chou, with its interlocking emperor worship and 
Maitreya cult, originated in resistance to the Taoist notion of the 'Calm and 
Tranquil True Lord' (t'ai-p,'ing chen-chun ~ZJS-!i:~). Thus, the emperor of 
the Northern Wei, as a living Maitreya, became the object of all the hopes 
and expectations of future salvation, then, after death, was placed in the role 
of a Buddha protecting the state and the nation. It is in this way, presum
ably, that the religious community, establishing the Buddhistically tinged em
peror-view mentioned several times above, a view that incorporated a whole 
series of sovereigns into the Buddha lineage of past, present and future, even 
in its instruction and conversion of the mass. of the population, preached by 
linking the being of the emperor with the spiritual dignity and authority 
extending from Gautama to Maitreya. The frequency of Gautama and 
Maitreya figures among the images in the Yiin-kang caves and in the yi-yi led 
by teaching monks, as well as the striking evidence(87 ) of emperor worship and 
of prayers for protection of the State, is presumably due to conditions such 
as those described above. 

(87) Cf. the aforementioned work of the present writer. 
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There are, however, evidences that this Buddhistically tinged view of the 

Emperor gradually changed after the capital was moved to Lo-yang. We 

should like to reserve the subject of the process of that change to a future 

study. 



Year 

1. Teng-kuo ~~ 5 
(390) 

2. Huang-shih §lb_ ti3 
1 (396) 

3. T'ien-tz'u Ji.:Mi 3 
(406) 

4. Shen-shui iil$llfil 2 
(415) 

5. 415 

6. Shih-kuang ti31t 
1 (424) 

7. Yen-ho %;fP 1 
(432) 

8. 432 

9. Yen-ho 2 (433) 

10. T'ai-p'ing-chen-
chiin :;t:~~;g 1 
(440) 

ll. T'aip'ing-chen-
chiin 2 (441) 

12. 441 

Chart 1. Buddhist Images under the Northern Wei before Yiin-kang 

Sponsor Figure Imagery identification Material 

Hsu Ch'ang-lo 
Maitreya standing Bodhisattva gold, copper ~m,~ 

CHIANG Shih 
? ? ? YI~ II 

WANG Yin-t'ang 
? ? ? stone .£ii¥: 

Wu Hung 
Buddha standing ? gold, copper :\&5.l 

CHANG [ ] [ ] 
II 

seated, palms Buddha II 5-R [ ] [ ] joined 

WEI Wen-lang Fo-tao-hsiang pan-chia ~la ? stone ~JtAA ~~~ (meditating?) 

Wu Yen 
Buddha standing Bodhisattva gold, copper Jg_% 

/""V<, 

SHAO Ching-po Maitreya 3 standing images Buddha II i?B:j:1s arms raised 

Kuo Ling-fei 
? ? ? stone ~-{s-~a 

CHU Hsiung seated, palms 
*f« 

statue 
joined Buddha II 

[ ] [ ] ? standing image Bodhisattva gold, copper with white whisk 

PEN Shan *~ ? standing (3) Buddha II 

Evidence 

OMURA 

rubbingca> 

OMURA 

II 

Meng-p'o-shih 
~~~(b) 

Archaeology (K'ao-
ku :1gJ5) 103 

OMURA 
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◊MURA Hsi-hsing 
Jih-chi ggfi grc3<c> 

OMURA 

II 

rubbing 

.., 
l:l"' 
("t) 

C":l 
l:l"' 

~ 
("') 

Fn" ... 
0 
1-h 

~ 
i::: 
t:I 
~ 
s:>J 
t:I 

()Q 

t:d 
i:: 
0.. 
0.. 
l:l"' 
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00 -



13. T'ai-p'ing-chen- PAo Tsuan stone stupa ? ? 
chiin 3 (442) M!. 

14. 442 [ ] [ ] holy image pan-chia, Bodhisattva 
meditating 

15. T'ai-p'ing-chen- WAN Shen ~$ 
Bodhisattva in standing Buddha 

chiin 4 (443) [ ] jade 

16. Cheng-p'ing iE2F K'ai-tu ~ff£ and statue standing, ? 
1 (451) others (nuns) arms raised 

17. Hsing-an JI!* 2 CH'ENG Hsiu-tsu Avalokitesvara (3) ? ? 
(453) )JJ;,f;tjjj[ 

18. 453 
CHAO Lu-yiian 
~filfr)]f 

A valokitesvara standing Bodhisattva 

19. T'ai-an ** 1 
CHANG Yung ? 3 seated Buddhas, Buddha 

(455) ~7]< palms joined 

20. T'ai-an 3 (457) 
SUNG Te-hsing Gautama II II 

*:fgJ!! 

21. Ho-p'ing fl:!2F 1 Fa-liang t!¥cr Maitreya 
3 seated Buddhas, 

II 
(460) (monk) arms raised 

22. Ho-p'ing 5 CHIN Chiang Amitayus 
Seated Buddha, 

II 
(464) ~~ palms joined 

LEGEND: a. Hsiao-hsiao-ching-ko chin-wen t' a-pen 1N1mM~J'.Crti:z!s:, Vol. 18. 

b. Meng-p'o-shih huo-ku ts'ung-pien ~t/it¥:1:fif*iii 
c. CH'EN Wan-Ii ~*1itJE, Hsi-hsing jih-chi, p. 5. 
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Chart 2. Genealogy of the Northern Wei. 

(insofar as it concerns the present study) 

Shih-tsu Shen-yiian-ti Li-wei - Wen-ti Sha-mo-han - Ssu-ti Fu - P'ing-wen-ti 
M1 fftli ii/$ 5twtIWc Jt w t'.P t~ ff ,f/!!,w~ zp: x w 

Yii-lii - Lieh-ti Yi-huai 

fti=f1: ;Z& *'' ti 
- Chao-ch'eng-ti Shih-yi-ch'ien - Hsien-ming-ti Shih -

ffB ,5JZ w {t'.a !JI 1k 00 w ~ 
- Ch'ii 

Jm 
- Ku 

fJll 

J_ (1) T'ai-tsu Tao-wu-ti Kuei (r. 386-409) - (2) T'ai-tsung Ming-yiian-ti Ssu (r. 
t m 3g ~* r:i t * oo xwwll 

409-423) - (3) Shih-tsu T'ai-wu-ti T'ao (r. 423-452) - Kund-tsung Ching-mu-
tlt iffi. ::;t_ ~* li: ~ * ~ ~ 

ti Huang (never reigned) - (4) Kao-tsung Wen-ch'eng-ti Hsiian (r. 452-464) -m ~ (@.j * Jt mzm ~ 
(5) Hsien-tsu Hsien-wen-ti Hung (r. 465-471) ------------

~ WIEI. ~ Jtwr!iL. 

- (6) Kao-tsu Hsiao-wen-ti Hung (r. 471-499) - (7) Shih-tsung Hsilan-wu-ti K'o-

1 
?@.j w. ~ Jtw * tit* 1r Jtm,~ 

J_ (8) Su-tsung Hsiao-ming-ti Hsu (r. 515-528) •*~Fi,§ mm 
- P'eng-ch'eng-wang Hsieh - (9) Ching-tsung Hsiao~chuang-ti Tzu-yu (r. 528-530) 

jt, ~ .:E ii ~ * ~ m: fff-r 115( 
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